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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to investigate the

development of the following ideas:

a) That man is a microcosm and, therefore, man in

his entirety is compared with the world in its entire

ty, the macrocosm, b) That the different parts of the

microcosm correspond to the different parts of the mac

rocosm, c) That the human soul corresponds to the world's

soul and that the human soul may be compared with God in

so far as the similarity of their functions is concerned,

d) That there exists an interrelation between man and the

universe in which the different parts of the macrocosm

exercise their influence upon the different parts of the

microcosm.

These ideas can be traced back to antiquity and

their impact is evidenced in the influence they have exert-

ed upon man's thinking thrquhout history. In different e-

ras one or another of these ideas came to the fore serving

as ground for that era's Weltanschauung. But not until

iii
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later in the Medieval period were these separate ideas

established as one comprehensive and unified philosoph

ical system.

The Brethren of Purity were the chief contributors

to the systemization of the various branches of thought.

Influenced by the basic idea that man is a microcosm, they

furthered the development of this idea and applied it to

all their speculation*

The Jewish writers from this time on display in their

work the influence of the Brethren of Purity as well as

other influences, but particularly the idea of the micro

cosm occupied much of their active thinking and is referred

to frequently in their writings, but not as a complete sys

tem by Itself although it seem? they accepted the fundamen

tals of the microcosm.

In Joseph Ibn Zaddik's treatise lSJLJSiU-JJSS.there is

an attempt to expound a general, overall theory of micro

cosm. However;, it does not treat many detailed aspects of

the theory. Maimonic!eo> too, has contributed towards the

understanding of the microcosm to which he devoted an entire

chapter besides his references throughout his many writings.

It wac Moses Ibn Tibbon in his c01am Katsm who compiled

the many views and ideas of the microcosm and incorporated

them into one comprehensive and independent system, drawing

multiple parallels and correspondences between man and the



universe, and establishing the microcosmic theory as the

alpha and omega of all philosophical speculation.

Our purpose, therefore, is to trace these ideas of

the microcosm in the various works which influenced this

treatise of Moses Ibn Tibbon. By this method of investi

gation and by the thorough expounding of the ideas devel

oped in Moses Ibn Tibbon'b 01am gatan we shall recognisse

the significance of the microcosmic theory, as well as

its influence upon philosophy and science. It is not with

in the scope of this study to detail the influence of micro

cosmic theories upon general thought — but rather to trace

the theory and its development, with the emphasis upon me

dieval Jewish philosophy.

Definition of Microcosm and Macrocosm

The term microcosm is derived from the Greek words

OiiRfk, small;Ko<sfyuo.s , world). It is applied to man, whose

nature, both physical and spiritual, corresponds to the na

ture of the cosmos as a whole. The cosmos as a whole is

named macrocosm, from the Greek words (yW«K-Po$ , large;

XcxJUoS* world).

The world was regarded by the ancients as an animal

having like man soul and body. This idea led to the
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macrocosm-microcosm view* According to this, man was an

epitome of the universe and the universe was "big man"

{ju<M<f0<i> C(v9ftuTros )♦ This idea was not limited to the

Greeks. In fact the Hebrew term f? w 0*13lt ( oMy> worlds

7?jp> small) arid. " Qi?15? ^ ^^fi (epitome of the world); the

Arabic al-insan al-kamil; the Hindu idea of Purasha; and

the Chinese Chen-Jen, all relate to the 3Ba.:roeosffi-mie;ro-

cosm idea.

On the Author

Moses Ibn Tibbon, son of Samuel and grandson of Judah

Ibn Tibbon was born In Marseilles at the beginning of the

thirteenth century.1 As to his place of residence there

are different opinions. According to the colophons in most

manuscripts of his original work as well as of his numerous

translations, he was from Granada, Spain and not from Mar

seilles.2 Another suggested possibility is that the author

may have resided in Montpellier (southern France) since in

1 Cf- Jewish Encyclopedia, "Moses Ibn Tibbon, physician
and author; born in Marseilles, flourished between 12^0 and

1283*

Five of the eight manuscripts ( *i *i #n ra '« ) indi
cate that he was from " two p»*» •" Three make no mention
as to where he resided (#t rs ri )• Cf. Critical edition:
MSS - also cf. the beRinnins of Moses Ibn Tlbbon's transla

tion of Maimonldes Sefer
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one of the manuscripts, the colophon ends as follows: "

It is possible, therefore, that due to the fact that the

4

Tibbon family came originally from Granada, the scribes

wrote that Moses came "from Granada, Spain" when actually they

were referring to the family. As for his father, it is known

that Samuel was born about 1150 and died about 1230 in Mar

seilles. He lived in several cities in southern France and

travelled to Barcelona, Toledo, and even to Alexandria (1210-

1213). He eventually settled in Majd»£dILes.

The members of the Tibbon family^ were undoubtedly the

foremost contributors to the translating of scholarly writings

into the Hebrew language. Consequently, they were pioneers

in modernizing the Hebrew language in order to express ideas

that were current, and to transmit the knowledge of the Sages.

3 of. ip"i 73K1? pmam putn mo fist? e(i» **• Blumberg,
publ.; The Medieval Academy of America (Cambridge, Mass.,

195*0, p. 7 Pa"i' P^n fa* rmn» *?w n»y Vy y*-na noon naa
miuiOA o'-iyn *nw na many yiT»3i 'n^V^aono nKnj?an -nao

-i niK^KiJLD hn^id pa»n tan nnowa nsnsa t^ip'sdjioi *njDon

4

Cf. Jewish Encyc., Judah ben Saul Ibn Tibbon was born

in Granada, Spain (1120) and left his native town about 1150

in order to escape the persecutions of the Almohades. He

settled in Lunel in southern France.

^ Cf. Steinschneider, Jewish Quarterly Review, XI, 621.
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One result was the widespread use of Hebrew as a language

not only for religious purposes, but also for secular uses.

The title "the father of translators," was attributed to

Judah, grandfather of Moses. Maimonides, in a letter to

Samuel gave high praise to Judah. The first translation of

the Guide of the Perplexed was the work of Samuel, who

translated other writings of Maimonides. It was natural,

therefore, for Moses to continue the work of translating

in the family tradition, and he completed some of the un~

translated works of Maimonides.1

Moses Ibn Tibbonfs translations are even more numer-

o

ous than his original writings which for the most part are

q

in unpublished manuscripts, although some have been lost.

His translations include the work of Averroes, Avicenna,

Batlajusi, Euclid, Alfarabi, Geminus, Hunain, and others.

6

•t

7

1

8

Ibid.

Moses Ibn Tibbon's son, Judah, was known to have taken

an active part in the Maimonidean controversy in Montpellier.

Cf. M. Steinschneider, Hebraische Uebersetzungen des

Mittelalters (Berlin, 1883), pp. 434, 659, 764, 770, 925, 927.

Cf. Jewish Encyc.

9

10 Ibid.
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His original treatise, 01am Katan, deals with the

immortality of the soul. In his introduction he remarks

that he has completed another work which he refers to as

follows: t^jo onViTi nnitn imVnn tidds »naro iwk nns

Tf11

The work referred to is probably no other than his

commentary to the Pentateuch, no trace of which survives

12
except for the evidence of later writers.

On f01am Kafran

This treatise consisting of thirty pages of text is a

compendium summarizing his- views on the soul as well as of

the universe, and as he remarks in the preface, he hopes it

will serve as a guide to others in their understanding of

TO

God, the ultimate of man's aspirations. J As the philos

opher;,'/ "Know thy soul, and thou shalt know thy Creator."
A /

11 Cf. OK., p. 1, line 1. 0K,, =

12
Cf. Isaac de Lattes, Sha'are Ziyyon, ed., Buber

(Yaroslav, 1885), p. 42.

13 Cf. OK., p. 1, lines 1 - 14.

Cf. Excursus I ("Know Thy Soul. . . .")



That man is a microcosm is for Moses Ibn Tibbon the

key to all physical and metaphysical speculations, Micro

cosm is the hypothesis upon which his entire philosophical

system is established. For the author, the giving of com

parisons between man and the universe serves no other pur

pose than to advance the understanding of the human soul.

For once it is established that the human being in his to

tality, soul and body, corresponds to the cosmos, then, from

the viewpoint of medieval science, the theory that the

spheres are governad by angels and have souls, is no stran

ger than the accepted theory that man has a soul that gov

erns his body.

Once this theory is established it works not only in

the direction from what is known of man towards the unknown

in the universe but also from what is assumed to be known of

the universe towards the unknown in man. Therefore, the anal

ogies become the most important factors im his attempts to

substantiate all and every link either in the part concern

ing man or in that part which concerns the universe.

It is impossible to understand the development of cos

mology as well as all the other related "sciences" of medi

eval time without their correspondence to psychology as it

is difficult to understand medieval psychology without the

background of the other "sciences." To answer the question

which came first or which dominates the other is for Ibn
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Tibbon unimportant, since psychology along with the other

"sciences" is based primarily upon intellectual specula

tion rather than (modern) scientific investigation. The

author here is not interested in an antomical or chemical

research of man's body in so far as its innate physical

functions are concerned. He states that he intends to make

a comparison between man and the world only in respect to

their similarity in so far as the soul, its faculties, the

main organs and the spirits are concerned from a general

viewpoint. Ibn Tibbon attempts here to establish the var

ious correspondings between man and the universe which are

therefore just a projection from the known to the unknown

by way of analogy. The mere fact that the body's organs

function in the way they do indicates that there must be a

soul, a mover which is not material. Therefofe, the drawing

of the conclusion that the sublunar world is moved and gov

erned by a universal soul, is an outcome of an analogy, in

this case based upon the same accepted hypothesis.

The knowledge of oneself is important only in so far as

its being the way by which man may advance.his understanding

of the world at large. Through the knowledge of himself man

is able to apprehend the entirety "since man is a composite

15
of all created being."

15 Cf. OK., p. 14, lines39S5.



PART I

ANALYSIS OF M. IBM TIBBON'S

THEORY OP MICROCOSM



CHAPTER I

THE HUMAN SOUL

1. The Human Soul in Relation to Substance,

Form, Matter and Causality

Man is man by virtue of his form, i.e., his soul,

and not by virtue of the physical shape or matter of his

p

body, which man has in common with other creatures. Ibn

Tibbon quotes Genesis 2, 7 "and breathed into his nostrils

the breath of life" - emphasizing that this statement is

true in reference to the human being but not the animal.

The soul is the principle of corporeal substance:^

1 M. Ibn Tibbon, OK., p. 1, line 15
imu ixa aiK«M Cf. Aristotle: De An.,

10). For a general discussion of this subject see I. Efros,

Mediaeval Jewish Philosophy: Systems and Problems (Tel Aviv,

1965) p. 159 ff. Also H.A. Wolfson, Crescas1 Critique of

Aristotle (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1929), PP«

574-6.

2 See OK., p. 1, line 17 "inw oy ia «jnnwan nan nxa r^i
o^n »*?yaH Ibid., pp. 17 line 16; 18 line 6. Corporeal

matter is divided into four constituent elements of which

the mineral, the vegetative, the animal, and the rational

are composed; since man is the ultimate of compositeness,

his body is composed of all the elements.

3 Cf. De An., II, 4 (415b 7); cf. OK., p. 2, line 8 M7T
awa1? n^nrin rcsan '•D/'also cf. Metaph.l[?83a 26) where the

word cause is used as 1) the essential nature, 2) the source

of movement, 3) the final cause.
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1) by virtue of the motion it engenders.

5

2) by virtue of its beinp; the final cause, since

the corporeal substance exists for the sake of

the soul.

3) by virtue of being substance,meaning: matter, form,

and the combination of the two. It is "form" which

gives the corporeal substance its substantiality,

since "form" is: the constituent principle, the dif

ferentiating factor, the definition.

The autftor concludes, that the soul is the efficient

7

cause, the formal cause, and the final cause.

Cf. De- An., II h (415b 23) cf. OK., p. 2, line 9.

5 Cf. De. An., II 4 (4l5b 16) cf. OK^, p. 2, line 1.

6 c*« De. An., II 4 (4l5b 12) cf. OK^, p. 2, line 15.

' Ibn Tibbon, OK.,p. 2, line 16, uses the following
definition: " 'rfrrhsn -naya *nn djok duu? mas>>n Tpyi

m niim in^ito lnV'iaoi mm na'Vwon «*n.M This corre

sponds directly to Aristotle's definition concerning sub

stance in its three senses. Cf. Metaph. V, 8 (1017b 25)
ff. For a more elaborate discussion on this subject in

medieval Jewish philosophy see H. A. Wolfson, Crescas'

Critique of Aristotle, pp. 573-576 HN. 8, 9.



2. The Soul's Relation to the Body8

The soul is free of matter. It is simple,9 i.e., in

corporeal. It does not occupy any particular place in

the body. It has no relation to any particular organ, but

is perfect in each organ and equally perfect in every part

12
of each organ. This does not contradict the fact that the

Q

For an elaborate discussion the subject in medieval

Jewish philosophy cf. I. Efros, Mediaeval Jewish Philosophy,
p. 23 passim.

9 Cf. Augustine, De Oenesi ad Lltt, VII, 7, 8, 9 (p. 134,
359,360). Also see Summa Theologlca, Q. 75 Art. 5, "...
the soul has no mattirT" Also see Ibn Zaddik, Ttapn oViyn

Ed, S. Horovitz (Breslau, 1903), p. 33 line 15, IM*5P noann ws
t itik,m and p.9, line 20" ^swid rVk nn i:i»kw nan

diws Kin."

10 Cf. De An., I, 2 (403b 29). Also Suma Theologlca, Q. 75
Art. 1 "Therefore the Soul, which is the first principle of

life, is not Body."

Cf. Ibn Zaddik, op. clt., p. 33, line 15: " im naann

i1? rmn k1?!

" Also PaS© 36,p »piM pm na f a.

line 29, "... ^Vaw oii?a *?3K ii? aipo vaan "?aK naipa.*nan ?»k
Also see Efros, op. git., pp. 27-28. Cf. Wolfson, op. clt.,

p. 560, note 13.

12 Cf« De .An., II, 1 (4l2b 10, 17 and 27). Summa Theologica
Q. 76, art. 8 " ... it is enough to say that the whole soul

is in each part of the body by totality of perfection and of

essence but not by totality of power."



soul is indivisible and is not distributed like the Blood

throughout the body. Accordingly, the loss of any organ

or of any quantity of blood causes no proportionate loss

to the soul.13 Nevertheless, it is included in and per

meates the whole body. One may observe that the force of

the soul or its light is evidenced in some of the body or

gans more than in others. This is not because the soul oc

cupies any particular places in the body (as mentioned pre

viously), but because of the distinctive quality of the or

gan and the degree of purtty of its matter. As proof I.T.

makes analogical references to the sense of touch in man,

which is perfect in every part of the individual. Thus, sen

sation of the flesh is more forceful in one part than another

because of the distinctive essence and property of the par

ticular organ.

cf« De An., I, 5 (4llb 26). Also Ibn Zaddik, op. cit.»
p. 33, line 30 " na «pan i** n»n «pan john* aipaa n»nn om

•pan jo lon** no *ds wbjh jo -ion n»n mwa iVa «pAa n»nn am."

Cf. Wolfson, op. cit., p. ^

Cf. Ibn Zaddik, op. cit., p. 36, line 25 "...

15
Cf. OKx, p. 3, line 9. Also, for sense of touch, see

De_An., II, 2 (413b k); II, 11 (422b 39); and III, 13 (435a
12),passim.



3. The Constitution of the Soul

A. The human soul Is one, pervading the entire

body, and is encompassed by it. Although it is indi

visible, it manifests itself through three major Fac

ulties:17

1. the Psychic faculty

2. the Vital faculty

3. the Physical faculty

cf* 2H-> P- 3, line 15, Ibn Tibbon makes this state
ment to emphasize the fact that the division of the soul

into three faculties is only a logical one not an actual

one. He employs the terminology of Aristotle who is ar

guing against the idea that the soul is divided into fac

ulties, cf. De An., II, 2 (Ml3b 13); also cf. P. Rahman's
Ayicenna's Psychology, a translation of Kitab-Al-Najat
LBook II, Chap. VI] (London, 1952), XV (b*U, hereafter
cited Rahman. Cf, Excursus II (The Division of the Soul).

17
Plato, in speaking of the kinds of soul (three souls),

Tlmaeus (69e), locates the nutritive in the liver, the
conoupiscible in the heart, and the rational in the brain.

Aristotle in De An., II, 2 (4l3b 13) attacks this division.
Ibn Daud in nai ruioK, s. Weil (Frankfurt a. M., 1852),

p. 23 (cited ER) says"oTM ,o*jno nwV»V rumrs-i npiVnn inpVnai

m*wmtn ninan aioi ni'ii'nn mnan jlioi ni»naan mnan aio *

pertaining to faculties of the soul and not to the soul

itself. Further in speaking about "nnoia ws3whe is describ
ing the different faculties^of the one soul. Cf. OK., p. 3
line 36 " n'Jiv?* nina n»5»V npVm nan" referring tcTan in
termediary between the soul (which does nob maintain any

relations with the body proper) and the body. He does not
explain how the faculties influence the organs, or the spir

its which emerge from the organs.



These faculties, like the soul, are incorporeal, but each

18
one maintains relations with a specific organ in the body.

The psychic faculty maintains relations with the brain, ^ the

20
vital faculty with the heart, aHd the physical faculty with

the liver.21

18
Cf. preceding note and Plato's views in Excursus II on

Division of the soul. The Platonic view that the soul (or the

souls) resides in the three main organs is modified somewhat

by Ibn Sina. Cf. A Treatise on the Canon of Medicine - a trans

lation of the first book, with comments by O.C. Gruner (London:
Lusac Co., 1930), pp. 110-llL!.hereafter cited as the Canon. He

says that man's body possesses three- faculties from which the

functions of the various organs originate. These faculties are:

1) the vital, maintaining breath, sensation and the movement of

the heart; 2) the natural (physical), governing the powers ofi

the liver (nutritive) and the reproductive powers in the organ

of reproduction; 3) the psychic, (animal) controlling the brain
and the rational powers. In his Psychology (see Rahman) where
he describes the faculties of the soul, these three faculties

are not mentioned. These are, therefore, to be understood as

faculties of the body and not of the soul. It is probablef|that

by these faculties Ibn Sina means none other than nln:) which
are not parts of the soul but bodily powers employed bv the

soul's faculties and are identical with these mirn Of
JIaimonides (see next note).

19 Cf. Aristotle, Parts of Animals, ed. Loeb Classical Library
(London, 1937) (hereafter cited PA), II, 7 (652b 27); II, 10
(656a 14); II, 14 (658b 1); III",Tl (673b 4); IV, 10 (686a 7).
Also, L. Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews, Vol. II, 215; Vol. Ill,

100. Cf. Galen, Qn the Natural Faculties, ed. Loeb Classical

Library (London and New York, 1916), p. 152, note 1.

20 Cf. PA.,Ill, 4 (666a 10); III, 11 (673b 4); IV, 10 (683a 7).
De Lucessu An.(703a 12). Also, De Vita (469a 4); De Somno (478b
3!m Aristotle regards the heart and not the brain as the prime
organ - cf. W.D. Ross, Aristotle, p. 143, note 1. Also Maimonides,
MN Part I, p. 115. Also L. Ginzberg, op. cit., Vol. II, 215;

Vol. Ill, 208, 296.

21 Cf. PA, III, 4(666a 21); III, 7(669b 25); IV, 2 (677a 14).
Also Galen, op.cit., p. 152, 171, 291. Cf. Ginzberg, op.cit.,

Vol. II, 215.



B. From these three organs (the brain, the heart,

and the liver) emerge three spirits which serve the fac

ulties for the perfection of their functions:

1) the Psychic spirit from the brain

2) the Vital spirit from the heart

3) the Physical spirit from the liver.

22
These spirits are arranged according to their rare-

fication and density. The psychic spirit is the most rar

efied and, therefore, of the highest form. The vital spirit

is less rarefied than the psychic spirit and of a lower form.

The physical spirit is the most dense and the lowest form. 3

22 Cf. OK, p. 4, line 2 " ini"»on -iaaa tiir Vdo nmt ninn w*?w

<|1?-lt These three spirits (pneuma or vapors) that Ibn Tibbon
mentions are probably no other than Ibn Sina!s three bodily

faculties (see previous notes). This conception of the three

spirits occurs frequently in Galen's writings. Cf. Galen,

op.cit., cf. Maimonides, in his letter to al-Malek al-Afdal,

son of Sultan Saladin printed in Kerem Cheroed, Vol. Ill, p.2k
wd*ks»j a*pi n*jwy on ,mnn D^snn aniK isip* iwr i^k *a nil

—n jwyni ,fino "jiv^n i*iitn fo a ion ipyi on^nnn ,0***7 *Vya

-n fwyni ,p*yaon nnn «ip* ,1300 o*noixn o*T*aai naan ma

-a K^Qin ^wym n*ji*nn nnn Kip* n*psnn o*i*ini a*?n Dia

Cf. Priedlaender, Guidefsp. 289, npte 5-

. OK^, p, 4, line 17t"n»at?V a'^swa yaoa nsnp noa

nnVya "?tia Kin nnian nnK



ThepBychlcspiritisdistinguishedfromtheother

twospiritsbyitssensitivity.Withtheslightestchange

ofairtheactivitiesofthepsychicspiritundergoacon-

siderablechange,whereastheactivitiesofthevitaland

physicalspiritsdonot.Thisisalsotrueofthesenses

whicharegeneratedbythepsychicspirit(themorerarefied

senseiskeenerandquickerinperception).3

Thepsychicspiritinthebrainservesthepsychicfac

ultybygeneratingsensationinthesensualorgans.Itgen-

eratesthevoluntarymotioninthenervesthroughoutall

thebodilyorgans,andthecontrolofthefeelingthroughout

Cf.OK,p.if,line14"syo*ia*wTi«nman^nap

ia-ijn»»mjw»B?oannnnmViyounsp»."Thisexpression

isalmostIdenticalwiththeoneusedbyMaimonldes(seelet
tertosonofSultanSaladin),ibid.,"»ia*w-1*1khnianwnm

iaiyiw**u»w*w»inp*ynanw^oyo."Theideathatthechange

ofairgreatlyinfluencestheactivitiesofthepsychicspir

itmaybeexplainedbythissentenceinMaimonldes,ibid*,

inreferringtothespirits:""»*™n?aononamoTSTn^nnn

noTanaaj^ayt>'ioVanmnn."

25Cf,OK,p.4,line20 ,p,

pima."Forterm>Juwncf^I#Efros>Philosophical

TermsintheMorehHebukim.

26Cf.OK,p.J|,line6"o»asyan^aixinr,y^nni«cf.
il

,p,

Efrosibid.,fortheterm"^aisi'.Cf.Aristotle,Movement

ofAnimalsed.LoebClassicalLibrary(703b3)•Alsocf.

Galen,op.cit.,p.3.



the flesh (skin). The body is governed in the three com

partments of the brain. The psychic spirit, because it

is the most rarefied, has no carrier. It moves through

27
the nerves which are only channels and contain no moisture.

The vital spirit in the heart serves the vital fac

ulty. It is carried from the heart to the entire body,in

the arteries through which the rarefied blood is distrib

uted. These arteries pulsate because of the heat. Al

though both the vital spirit and the rarefied blood are

28
carried in the arteries, they are separated by a partition.

The physical spirit in the liver serves the physical

faculty. It is carried in the veins by the blood w&thout

29
any partition between the spirit and the blood.

27 Cf. OK, p. 5, line 1, H na^Mn nmp^ rpwsun nnm
nnVu aa*un ono rnn1? 'ly^ato o'asya. " Cf. Maimonides, Guide;

Part III, Chap. 32, p. 149.

28
Cf. OK, p. 5, line 2; cf. Ibn Zaddik, op. cit., p. 28,

line 16, """" 2^2 -ittK 'y^inan 'pan ota nKiwa s'n n»nn rcaan."
Ibid_., line 5 "Vaai u'pmya -wk tth ana vims *nn run nnm

o"in >3Mi nnn

29

.C. Singer, Short History of Anatomy from the Greeks

to Harvey, p. 58, passim. Maimonides in his letter (to Sultan
Saladin's son) describes the following: " Q12 «saan

aia nszaan twyni . . .1:100 o'noian anum

man
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4. The Governing of the Human Body

a) The psychic faculty is manifested, further,

through nine particular forces. Each force has a par

ticular spirit and particular organs which have desig

nated functions. These nine forces are the five senses,

on

the voluntary motion"' (in organs and nerves), the imaptina-

32 33 34
tion, the memory, and the faculty of reason/ and gov

ern through the three compartments of the brain. *

30 Aristotle, De. An., (424b 22). Also Guide, I, 47 p/162,

31 See above (Note 19).

32 Aristotle, De. An., (427b 14-16; 428a 1 ff). Guide,
ibid., p. 163, 334 ff.

For extensive discussion cf. Wolfson, op. cit., p. 546,

note 19.

33 Aristotle, De An., (449b 4 ff).

3i* Aristotle, De An., (427a 18 ff). Guide, I, 73 ff.
Wolfson, op. cit., p. 125.

3^ OK d. 6 line 7 " '3D:i »»w>wa nmarm naianm
man.—*' Also p. 4 line 6 M nlan *a»a nw^wn K»n
ER p. 28 ". . ." o^aoan »awa iwk >vbjh mm 70 aip
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b) The vital faculty is manifested through two forces:

one, active3 and the other, passive.36

D The vital faculty is termed "'ai'tin n=>n.MOK., p. 6,
line 8, passim, cf. Al. Batla.1usi.m^3i^yin m^iAyn. Hebrew
translation, M. Ibn Tibbon, ed. D. Kaufmann, Spuren Al-Bat-
lajusis (Leipzig, 1880), p. 12. "rump1** n*ji*nn rcDan n'MJio
nV 157* l ms'jsn n"nwni m»oani na»pjni Vawan m«n on n'aoyin

-n o'lasn n*?i en ana pR«? maipa cui on -n»a ona ©»w tnaipan

nnrn nisini yawn anw a»win *n nVi n^JixTn nyianm D^msR^a

-n onBj?1? Ksa»i nysrn nsann nVapom rranan x»m wiwom ayom

P'ynm n'an." This indicates a combination • of the forces
of the psychic and the vital faculties. Cf. Ibn Zaddik, op.

cit., p. 30, while discussing the functions of the animal

soul divides its forces into two, active and passive, "ninai
-nm D'piiyn nyiam o'Vyion o^yBj onai o'Vyis ona n«Tn waan

nnawni nwiam oysn iaa o^Vysam na»wan K»nw ixapnm nTnn

Cf. S. Horovitz, "Die Psychologie des Aristotelikers

Abraham Ibn Daud,IT in Die Psychologie bel den Jud:fcchen Reli-

gionsphilosophen des Mittelalters von Saadia bis Malmuni,

Heft IV (Breslau, 1912), p. 231, note 43. He discusses the

animalische Seele which is manifested in both ai&sgren und

inneren Sinnen. Ibn Daud here follows the Aristotelian idea,

expressed also by Ibn Sina (cf. P. Rahman, op. cit., p. 25,

passim). Cf. KR., pp. 26 - 31> where Ibn Daud includes the

following forces in the n»iTn waj. H. . . n»in oyoni rciwan

laitn »n'nn nan awnan nana -p*aan "imvan winn niKTn yawn

na^wam psin ayian y^aa." Referring to "na'wam psin nyian,"

he states ibid., : fM3iaK iwk n'pnynn nyiann 'a in* pa

nyaa1? psin Via* k1? ,n»yao «»n psnn nynan ojdk .psna a

iwk rnnan i»n iaai . . • naa a"a na»wjn nyum

nwy a'aip a^nasa nwxa nni' o*»»n."
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The active force is the breath. It acts through expan

sion and contraction. Its expansion causes the inhaling of

cold air in order to cool the vital spirit. This action pre

vents the vital spirit from over-heating, and also blows upon

the essential heat to keep it burning. Contraction causes

the smoke and burned air to be exhaled, which may otherwise

cover the flame and extinguish it.

The passive force is manifested in anger, will, desire,

repugnancy, as well as in the movement in quest of things or

in their rejection.

c) The physical facuityJf is manifested through seven

^' The physical faculty is termed "'yne nsncf. OK.,p. 6,
line 16, Hi»Vian om a^nayj ntt?>w mro nyawV pVnna *y:a»n torn
nnnni hoyam pMnam iwian a*-my nyn-mn jtm V-uan." This is

identical with Maimonides1 nnaix wsj." Cf. Efros, Philosophical

Terms in M.N., p. 87 *■ nnans vaa, the Vegetative Soul, i.e.,
those functions of feeding and growth which man has in common
with the vegetable kingdom . . . this function is described as
n^yau" Galen, op. clt., p. 16 ff., discusses the three effects

of Nature and states that "the activities corresponding to the

three effects . . . are Genesis, Growth, and Nutrition." Cf. Ibn

Zaddik, op. cit., pp. 25, 26, «-i nisnn na xin nnanxn wnan

nm its ro nina 'a "?iui ©djV u?»w "»?ann nani . . . iaaa

nan Kin D'-ms mna yms1? T»>cia frn nai . . . it nai ^

pMnnm." ER.,p. 25," w1?© n1?! . . . nnais

nima nyaiK (|Tn) ntn .

nniinst ^Dyarn." in ibid.,P^ 26, "ni'WKi wVw nnaisn wdan jitvdxo

n^ ht 1 .itni yiTon TViarn ,7m nniy Kim >iaan nn*n pn

cf# ^.^ Xj ?2, p. 114.
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forces. Three of these forces, propagation, srrowth., and

nutrition., are (served employers. The other four, the forces

of attraction, retention, digestion, and repulsion, are em

ployees (servin.gr).

1. Propagation in creatures inheres in their corooreal

substance. Tt differentiates between two formatives of the

propap;ative force.

2. Orowth is evidenced in the expansion of the individ-

usEa magnitudes in all directions. This function is caused

by heat.2*0
41

3. Nutrition takes place when the proper outside cor-

on

J Fee Appendix B ("On Propagation").

OK. ,p.8, line 3 "0*11x71 ?:>*> i*n»p na'waa jon Vninu
This statement is similar to Galen's op. cit., p. 27,

"tfhat then, is the property of this faculty of growth? To

extend in every direction that which has already come into

existence.1' Cf. Wolfson, op. cit., pp. 231, 399-

40Hfljf.Aristotle, Pe An., II, 4 (Ml6a 10). On this see
W. Jaeprer in Hermes, XLVIII, 29-7^.

CCf.Galen, op. cit., p. 141, !1 . . . that trrowth results

fron extension in al"l directions, combined with nutrition; that

alteration is effected mainly by the warm principle, and that

therefore digestion, nutrition, and the generation of the var

ious humours, as well as the qualities of the surplus sub

stances, result from the innate heat.'1

^ Cf. Aristotle, De An., II, k (4l6a 19) ff. Also Galen,
op. cit., p. ^3. Cf. Maimonides, Guide, Part II, chap. 10, p.

51. Cf. S. llorovitz, PsycholORie, pTTBl (Ibn Zaddik), p. 228ff,
(Ibn Daud).
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poreal body enters the individual and is affected and changjjed,

becoming the same as the individual. Only the proper part of

the outside body (that which dissolves) will be selected and

become assimilated in the individual and accrue to its growth.

Nutrition, despite its being one of the three served, serves

ho

Growth. Both forces, Nutrition and Growth, serve Propagation. J

Nutrition depende upon the four serving forces which are:

Attraction, Retention, Digestion, and Repulsion. Pood enters

the body and undergoes a process of change. Then, after the proper

Zip

OK. ,p. 8, line 6 " i1? rn«3 au?* la oaana K'n mtnm
is pain'i nV niRjn uao "nan*! tVx nanwM uaa *?y9n» yina

-inan.H1fcf# ER., p. 25» "'Tan o'ATaan o'owanw na'jyi nstnn

I Djns'xaa nunson m'Vann onV iy»jin mip i^3»i io»» nannn

ana nni*w na nmanV nnsin." Efros, Terms in M.N. 3 p. 82. Also

Horovitz, ibid., ff.

OK., p. 8, line 8, u -l? iaiy K1n a»-iayjna im»n ny 7Tni

tVib1? 0'iaiy orpjwi ^iia." Galen, op. cit., pp. 27-32. Also
Ibn Zaddik, op. cit., pp. 25 line 26 and 26 line 11. ER., p.26

M]T7i t:i)y Kim ^Taan nriKi." This statement is evidently a text
ual error. See Horovitz, ibid., p. 230, note 42.

44
OK., p. 8 line 10, "^man onw nyaisn nnaiyn mnaa Kin

Vajrani pMnani." Galen, op> Cit.a p. 127- Ibn Zaddik,
op. cit, , p. 26, line 13 "' Kim a»-»nx runs 3731K1? iisia pn nan

nniini Vayam pMtoan* ^w-jaa .naa." Maimonides, Eight Chapters

I, 2 " iwian nan naaa pn p^nn na«i wsan 'pVna 133'iy ^n aiwm

'tnai nama TViani V-uani nnma1? nnnni Vayam p»Tnani

Also Guide, I, 72, p. 301 and also (there) N. 1.
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part is selected, it adheres to the body and the improper

iic:

part is removed. J

The author concludes the first part of his treatise

by making a distinction between what is "necessary" and what

is"accidental" for man's existence. The three Faculties,

their particular parts and all that derive from them exist

first, by necessity, since without them man could not exist,

46
and secondly for the purpose of man's well-being. They

are always active in one consistent manner, although at times

i

a part of them weakens or perishes. (This may happen either

by chance or by cause as when their time has come to an end

in the case of propagation in old age, or in the case of

growth when man has reached his prime.)

However, the physiological elements and qualities of the

body, as well as the acquired tempers, are constantly recreated

■> See Appendix A (Elements, Humors, Qualities, and
Forces), and diagram.

46
Note similarity to Maimonidea* views. Guide, Part I,

72, pp. 299-300 TTAp;ain, in the body of each individual there

are parts which are intended for a certain purpose, as the

organs of nutrition for the perseveration of the individual,

the organs of generation for the preservation of the species

. ♦ ♦ ; there are also parts which, in themselves, are not

intended for any purpose, but are mere accessories and ad

juncts to the constitution of the other parts."
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and changed. Sometimes their composition even undergoes

a total change due to the increased proportion or strength

of one or more of the four humors, or of the composition

of the qualities ' (warm, cold, wet and dry).

ll7

1 Cf. Galen, op, cit., pp. 181-215. Also on views
of Aristotle see Generation of Animals, ed. A.L. Peck

(Loeb Classical Library) Appendix A, 9. Cf. Maimonides,

ibid., p. 300-301 TIIn man there are substances the indi

vidual existence of which is permanent, and there are

other substances which are only constant in the species,

not in the individuals, as e.g., the four humours."



CHAPTER II

MICROCOSM - MACBOCOSM

1. Comparison Between the Three Worlds and the Human Being

The aforementioned threefold division in man is com

pared to the threefold division of the macrocosm.

I.T. speculates about the derivation of the threefold

division in man from the threefold division in the world;*

the psychic part is connected with the world of the "sep

arate intellects;" the vital part is connected with the

This division of the world into three corresponds to

that of Maimonides cf. Guide, II, 11 p. 55 ". . . the whole

creation is divided into three parts, viz. (1) the pure in

telligences; (2) the bodies of the spheres endowed with

permanent forms - (the forms of these bodies do not pass
from one substratum to another, nor do their substrata un

dergo any chance whatever); and (3) the transient earthly
beings, all of which consist of the same substance." Note

similarity of division on p. 53., ibid., "The whole creation

consists of three parts (1) the pure Intelligences, or an-

sels; (2) the bodies of the spheres; and (3) the materla
prima3 or the bodies which are below the spheres . . . Tt

However, for another view, where Maimonides speaks of a four

fold arrangement of the universe see his MN., II, 10, 26

"*a-m pnnan i*n*w inon itok T^-"cf. S.H. Nasr, An In

troduction to Islamic CosmoloRical Doctrines,Harvard Univ-

ersity Press (Cambridge, Mass., 1964), P« 236 for Ibn Sina's
fourfold division. "The classification of being; by Ibn Sina

into the four classes of separate intelligences (angels),
celestial souls, celestial bodies, and sublunary bodies forms

the basis for his division of the cosmos*" Also cf. H.
Wolfson, op. cit., p. 459, N. 92 for a general discussion.

2 Cf. OK., p. 9, line 13, " *"»■»*" °'*>»» °>"-" See
Efros, Terms in MN. n >"»aa Vaw separate intellect, i.e.,
the intelligence pjuidinp; a sphere from which it is separate not

in any positive sense, for a spiritual being cannot enter into

any spatial relations, but in the negative sense of not

residing in the sphere as a function."

17
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"spherical world;"3 the physical is connected with the
h

"sublunar world."

Another view is offered which contends that a further

division and comparison is possible, i.e., that the "spher

ical world" itself may be further subdivided into three

because of its location between the simple^ infinite world

of the separate intellects and the "sublunar world'* of cre

ation and decay.

That part of the"spherical world" which is closer to

the "separate intellects" ranks highest. It is of a more

simple substance and has one simple movement. Prom this

part, the psychic faculties and spirits derive.

That part of the "spherical world" which is closer to

the material (sublunar) world ranks lower. It is composed

J Cf. OK., p. 9, line 14 MD»o»»p o'loiyn a

Efros, ibid., " o*i»iy 0*3313 fixed stars." Also cf. M.
PriedlaenHerfs translation for "Q'noiyn cpnaian" Guide, II,
10, p. 55 "the bodies of the spheres endowed with permanent
form."

h

Cf. OK., p. 9, line 14, icsjan mmn ^arcn o^iym cf.

Efros, ibid., ""rosm nin created and destructible transient,"

or ibid. 9 "pnnnn aViy sublunar world, the world of change and
decay."

5 Cf. OK., p. 9, line 19 " Q*»iwiinn which means uncom-
pounded here. For an elaborate discussion on simple bodies

see V7olfson, op. cit.a p. 348 f.
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of many spheres having multiple movements with eccentricities'

and epicycles. Prom this part, the physical faculties and

spirits derive.

That part of the "spherical world" between the highest

and the lowest spheres is composed of two substances and has

two movements. Prom it derive the "vital11 faculty and spirits,

which are also the intermediaries between the psychic facul

ties and the physical faculties. As previously mentioned,

the vital faculty is manifested through two forces, one ac

tive and one passive .$

6 Cf. OK., p. 10, line 12 "onminpn VaVai." Cf. Guide,
II, 24,pp7~lll-ll8 Maimonides in discussing the theory of

eccentricities and epicycles, while doubtful, declines to

reject outright this theory. Also, ibid., I, 72, p. 290,
N. 2. For a full discussion of epicycles compare J.L.E.

Dreyer, A History of Astronomy from Thales to Kepler, new

edition (Dover Publications, 1953), pp. 1^5 - 170. Efros

ibid., " rjpn "?i*?x . . . the epicycle or a circle the cen

ter of which moves in a larger circle around the earth is

denied by M. in II, 23 ... on the ground that only three

kinds of motion are admissible, i.e., around a fixed center,

and in a straight line towards and from the center."

7 Cf. OK., p. 10, line 11 "on'Taia ns'sn,"

Cf. Chapter The Human Soul, on the vital faculty"
A———————————
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2. Creation and Arrangement

I.T. opens the discussion by quoting Aristotle, say

ing that the sphere (world) resembles man, the south pole

being the head; the north pole, the feet; the east, the

right side; the west, the left side. Its movement from

east to west is as man's movement from right to left.

Further, the body of man alone is created and structured

12
in accordance with the design of the world. The position

of man's exterior parts parallels the world's. Thus, man's

head is situated on top, similar to the plan of the world's

13
entirety. J His feet are below, directly opposite his head

in a straight line. Man's face, situated in front, is com

pared with the front of the world, or midday. Man's back

14
parallels the rear of the world, or midnight. This is not

Q

* Man is called a miniature world. Cf. Aristotle,

Phys.,VIII, 2(252b 26).

10 Cf. Aristotle, De Caelo, II, 2(285b 16) passim.

11 Cf. Aristotle, PA.,IV (706a 5); ibid., also De Caelo,
II, 2 (285b 27).

12 Cf. PA., (706a 24) "... the superior and the front
are in man most in accord with nature."

* Cf. OK., p. 11, line 15. Here reference is made to
upper and lower, front and rear, and right and left sides

the cf. De Caelo, II, 2 (285b 8) passim.

1/J Cf. PA., V (706b 3) ff.
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so with other animals; some do not possess all these parts

of man, while those that do, differ from man in their bod-

IB
ily arrangement.

The author comments on Aristotle's view of creation

and arrangement, explaining that it is in accordance with

the "natural" order of things. Thus, everything which is

devoid of soul, by virtue of its "natural" position is spread

upon the surface of the earth. In man, however, the "natural"

position for the head is to be superior, as it was said in

Ezekiel 1, 26 and 10, 1 "and upon their head the image of a

chair," and the feet, inferior, as it was said (in Exodus 21,

10) "and there was under his feet." In conclusion, the au

thor states that in the world the diurnal sphere is the

highest and the "center" is the bottom.

15 Ibid., V (706a 26) ff.

Cf. Wolfson, op. cit., p. 480, n. 2.

n OK. ,p. 12, line 18. " nDorn VaVan sin a^mai nVyam
TD-ian Kin oVniaa." Cf. De Caelo, II, 14 (296a 14 - 297a 8).
Cf. Batlajusi p. 20, line 23. Also MN., I, 72, 111 "j^m

ynxn ina iTDno imj?j k^o Kim ^a ia mp-i," in Ibn Tibbonfs

translation tsio is the Hebrew word for "center" like the

Arabic
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3. Movement

Aristotle is quoted as saying that the world in its

movement resembles man lying supine on his bed in a South-

Iforth direction (his head pointing South) and turning from

right to left, <J namely from east to west. At midday the

sun faces the horizon, shining brightly and projecting its

rays upon the entire surface of the earth,

Man's''natural" movements originate from his right side

Thus his motion is from right to left,15 although in some

cases it is the reverse. However, this is not "natural"

to the species.

In locomotion, man's natural position is upright,20

1 8
Cf- De Caelo, 11,2 (284b 6) ff. Also (Loeb Lib.) p.

137 where the argument is discussed by Sir T. Heath - "Right
is the place from which motion in space starts; and the motion
of the heaven starts from the side where the stars rise, i.e.,
the East; therefore, the East is •right1 and the 'West'is
'left.1 If now you suppose yourself to be lying along the world's
axis with your head towards the north pole, your feet towards
the south pole, and your right hand towards the East, then

clearly the apparent motion of the stars from East to West is

over your back from your right side towards your left; this mo

tion , A.(Aristotle) maintains, cannot be called motion 'to the
right'." Also ibid.3 II, 2 (285b 17).

19 Cf. PA. ,IV (706a 11) passim, tf. . . it from the right that
the origin of movement is derived." Ibid.{706a 22) "... the

right is most right-sided in man."

20
Cf. PA., V (706b 8) "... bipeds have their superior

part in a position corresponding to the superior region of the

universe." Also ibid., XI (710b 10) "Therefore man, the only

erect animal. . .""7""" cf. Ibn Zaddik, op. cit., p. 24, line 14.
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21
resembling the flame of pure fire. However, as man

grows old his heat diminishes and becomes subdued, and

his flame does not rise up but curves like the flame of

damp wood or of a candle of impure oil. Once this happens

his stature declines and he moves in a bowed position like

22
the beast vjhose natural heat is denser and less pure.

4. Cosmology

Spheres. Angels. Souls of the Spheres.

In the world there are three kinds of spheres: the

"diurnal sphere," the "sphere of f&xed stars," the "sphere

of the planets." Upon these spheres angels emanate from

21 Cf- De Caelo, II, 2 (285a 2) "Fire for instance
moves upward only."

Ibid., II, 14 (296b 15) and note a ?t . . . upward
motion of fire is upward in relation to the universe.''

22
OK., p. 11, lines 8 and 14. A similar idea is also

found in Ibn Zaddik, ibid., p. 24, lines 9-13 "i*a» m»n*
-}T ni3?^ fawn d»k*m laxv* isa a*»sijin -irw 7»a (?n it



God's being/"- and, although they are sepaaate intellects,1

each angel maintains a relationship wi$h one particular

25
sphere, giving the sphere motion and endowing it with a

23 Cf. OK.,p. 16, line 11 ff. " a'mi ^a^a urP ?yi
on* ona nnx VsV w o'liaa jj'^dw anw D"y»M awn nr^'saa

nva »3J ii y*3B?23i iniK y»aai "rm»a thk •?a17A(7." Cf.

I. Sfros, Terms of MN., nyswn.Cf. Guide, Part II, 22, p.

105 "Aristotle holds that the first Intelligence is the
cause of the second, the second of the third, and so on to

the thousandth, if we assume a series of that number. Now,

the first Intelligence is undoubtedly simple. How then can

the complexity of existing things come from such an Intel

ligence by fixed laws of nature, a3 Aristotle assumes? We

admit all he said concerning the Intelligences, that the

farther they are away from the first the greater is their

complexity, in consequence of the greater number of the

thinjrs comprehended by each successive Intelligence; but

even after admitting this, the question remains: By what

law of nature did the spheres emanate from them?" While

Maimonides does not dispute particular aspects of the theory,

he disagrees with Aristotle's principal assumption that

emanation is in accordance with the laws of nature, but

declares t-hat God created the separate Intelligences and

endowed them with their governing forces. Cf. Guide, 11,6.
For further discussion see I. Efros, Mediaeval Jewish Phi

losophy; p. 200.

Ibn Tibbon follows Maimonides1 view that the Intel

ligences emanate from God's being.

For Maimonides the angels are the same as are the

Intelligences for Aristotle. Cf. Guide,II, 6, p. 37 'This
agrees with the opinion of Aristotle: there is only this

difference in the names employed - he uses the term

'Intelligences;,1 and we say instead 'angels1.'1

25 Cf. Ibid., )?. . . that the Intelligences are inter
mediate beings between the Prime Cause and existing things,
and that they effect the motion of the spheres, on which

motion the existence of all things depend." Cf. Ibid., II,

k9 p. 28 n. 1.
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soul that lonp;s for its

The author compares the "diurnal sphere" to the brain;

the "sphere of fixed stars," to the heart; the "sphere of

theplanets," to the liver; and the "sublunar world,1' to the

body (bones, flesh, skin, arteries, nerves, tendons and

muscles). As the three "principal organs" in man function

in his body, so the three spheres act upon and govern the

"sublunar world." Likewise, the faculties correspond to the

angels that move the spheres, and the spirits correspond to

the souls of tbe spheres. And as the spirits (each one in

its organ) serve their faculties, so the spheres1 soul longs

26
Ibid., p. 28 t! . . . the locomotion of the sphere

undoubtedly leads us to assume some inherent principle by

which it moves; this principle is certainly a soul."

27
Ibid* > P• 30, "When we say that God moves the

spheres, we mean it in the following sense: the spheres

have a desire to become similar to the ideal comprehended

by them." Further (idem p. 3D " . • . each sphere has a
desire for thfet ideal which is the source of its existence,

and the desire is the cause of its individual motion, so

that in fact the ideal sets the sphere in motion."
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for its angel.

The faculties, the spirits, and the principal organs

are subdivided and consequently their number is increased

in order to perfect the function and purpose of the human

being. Likewise, in the three kinds of spheres there are

numerous spheres endowed with souls emanating from, and

moved by the angels, for the perfection of the world and

the realization of its purpose.

As there are eighteen links in the body there are

eighteen spheres in the universe.29 The motion of the all-

encompassing "diurnal sphere" passes through these spheres

and determines their motion.^°

28
This general idea is in accordance with that of

Maimonides. Ibn Tibbon makes this comparison between the
faculties of the soul and the angels (Intelligences) be
cause while both are incorporeal, they nevertheless main

tain particular relations; the faculties with the organs,
and the angels with the spheres. These relations on'the
part of the faculties and the angels are passive, How

ever, as the spheres1 soul longs for its angel, the cor

responding spirit in man longs for its faculty. Further,
as the angel endows the sphere with a soul,-so the faculty

endows the organ with its spirit.

Cf. Guide, I, 72, p. 292 "The numbers of these spheres

encompassing the universe cannot possibly be less than eight

een." Ibid., n. 2, "the Moon has three, Venus three, each of

the remaining five planets two, the fixed stars one, the

arabhoth one."

on

See OK., p. 17, line 8 f. This motion is from west

to east but appears to the sublunar world to be from east

to west. As it is said : (Ezekiel 1,19) "and when the liv
ing creatures went, the wheels went hard by them" (the au

thor interchanges towards with hard by).



As man1s soul has eighteen forces so there are eight

een angels which move these eighteen spheres which encom

pass the world.

Further, in the human body there are eighteen links

through which the spinal cord passes descending from the

brain. Prom these links, nerves extend right and left

encompassing the entire body and, by their motion, moving

it in its entirety and in every direction. Thus, the brain

is the cause and principal source of man's motion.

I.T. notes a significant contrast between the world

and man. Whereas, in the world in general, the "active

bodies" (spherical bodies) encompass, and the passive ones

are encompassed; in man, the principal organs, which are

active, are encompassed, while the passive ones are encom

passing. In the world, the "diurnal sphere,'1 which is the

highest and most simple, is all encompassing. It is the

formal and efficient cause of all below it and is their

source of motion. In the intermediary world of spheres

(fixed stars), the higher and simpler sphere encompasses

J This view accords with that of Maimonides. Cf.

Guide, I, 72, p. 306; also note 4. Ibn Tibbon explains

the details of this view somewhat differently; for this

see OK., p. 19» line 17 ff.
The liver is the least encompassed It is covered only

by the skin of the stomach. The heart, superior to the

liver, has in addition to skin, a layer of fat, and the
ribs. The brain, even more important, has in addition to

skin, first a thin curtain surrounding it, then a thicker

curtain adhering to the skull bone which also encompasses

the brain.
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and has less motion than all below it. Therefore, the

diurnal motion penetrates and exists in the sphere of

the fixed stars as well as in the sphere of planfets. This

motion is in one direction and irreversible.

In the "sublunar world" the opposite holds true. Of

the three principal organs which function in the body the

more physical and simple is lower and has fewer functions.

Thus, all the liverfs forces and functions are found in the

heart, which is higher and more complex. Finally, all the

forces and functions of the heart and the liver exist in

the brain, which is the highest and most complex organ. A-

gain, this order is irreversible. This description ap

plies also to matter. Minerals, which are the earliest for

mations, are a substance compunded of merely the four el

ements. The vegetative order is higher and more complex

than the mineral, the animal order is higher and more com

plex than the vegetative, and the rational order is the

highest and most inclusive of all.

3 Here, too, a discrepancy is noted referring to the
direction of motion in man and in the universe. Cf. Guide,

I, 72,pp. 305-6; also p. 306 n. 4, "the greater "the distance

of the several parts is from the principal member, the less
important these parts are in the entire system of the human

body." It seems that Ibn Tibbon's view differs.

33 Cf. OK., p. 21, line 1 f.
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5. The Forces and Organs of the Physical

Faculty Compared with the Seven Planets

Having stated previously that the three principal or

gans correspond to the three klnfls of spheres, the author

draws a further comparison between the seven main organs of

the physical faculty (which are intended for nutrition) and

the seven planets of the "sphere of the planets" corresponding

also in number to the seven forces of the physical faculty.

These organs are: 1) the mouth, 2) the stomach, 3) the intes

tine, 4) the liver, 5) the gall, 6) the spleen, and 7) the

lung (or perhaps, the kidneys). The liver is the chief or

gan and is in the center. In the three preceding organs

(mouth, stomach, and intestine) the food is digested and

passed to the liver, which in turn transmits the three biles

(or their residue) to the three organs below it (gall, spleen

and lung or kidneys).

The liver corresponds to the sun, which is the chief

planet, and is in the center of the seven planets. There

are three planets above it and three below it. The spleen,

which is cold and dry, corresponds to Saturn. The gall which

V\
is hot and dry, corresponds to Mars. The lung in which the

oh

J The evenness of the breathing indicates the evenness

of the body. Cf. OK., p. 21, line 19.
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phlegm cools and regulates the heat (or perhaps it is the

kidneys, one on each side resembling the even-balanced

scale of justice) corresponds to Jupiter. The intestine

(next to the liver), with its multiple paths (folds), cor

responds to Mercury. The stomach which desires and seeks

food, corresponds to Venus, the planet which inclines to

ward pleasures. Finally, the mouth, which is nearest to

matter and takes in the food, corresponds to the moon, which

is nearest to corporeal matter.

The "natural" activity of the seven organs of the phys

ical faculty upon the body, is in accordance with the activ

ities of the four "physical" sub-forces: attraction, reten

tion, digestion, and repulsion. Likewise, the activity of

the planets upon the "sublunar world" (and all that is cre

ated in it) is caused by the planet's ascent, descent, approach,

and retreat. Also this activity is caused by four apparent

" For Ibn Sina's view of the order of arrangement of the
planets cf. S.H. Nasr, op. cit., p.204. Noteworthy is the

statement of Ibn Tibbon that his comparison of the planets

and organs is not entirely in accord with the opinion of the

astrologers (OK., p. 21, line 15). Cf. Ibn Zaddik, op. cit.,

p. 2h line 24, states this correspondence originated with the

ancients (see ADR). It is interesting to note that while

Tibbon?s view was contemporary, tbat of Ibn Zaddik was tradi

tional. Further the latter resembled the idea of microcosm

of the Brethren of Purity. For a full discussion of this view

see Nasr, op. cit., pp. 101-1033 who quotes from the Rasail.
Also S. Horovitz, Die Psychologies etc. Heft III, p. 152.

36 Cf. OK., p. 23, line 10 "oViya na* *aai3 n*7iy^ T=>
opmi aanpi om-n oni^y nnoa Kin ia unnnon
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changes in the motion and orbits of the planets (accounting

for their being called "planets"). These changes are ve

locity, resta even procession, and retrocession. Velocity

corresponds to the sub-force of attraction; rest corresponds

to retention; even procession corresponds to digestion; and

retrocession corresponds to repulsion.

Although rest and retrocession are not evident in the case

of the sun or the moon, velocity and retardation are. Even

procession mediates between velocity and retardation, and

37
rest mediates between retardation and even procession.

37 Cf. OK., p. 23 line 12 ff. "ti'mjv B»a»ay nysn* nao^i
m»ayi dii^hd am? c>3inj impa p-nayntt caVnoi Dnynn: a'jivjfa

Tirm1? mim inw "|iVni,lf Because the sun and moon along with

Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn were seen to change

their positions they were named planets or wanderers.

Cf. Arthur Berry, A ghort History of Astronomy (new edition,

Dover Publications, New York, 1961), p. 15 " • • .whereas the

sun and moon move continuously along their path from west to

east, the motion of a planet is sometimes from west to east, or

'direct1, and sometimes from east to wast, or fretrograde1. If we
begin to watch a planet when it is moving eastwards among the

stars, we find that after a time the motion becomes slower and

slower, until the planet hardly seems to move at all, and then

begins to move with gradually increasing speed in the opposite

direction; after a time this westward motion becomes slower

and then ceases, and the planet then begins to move eastward

again, at first slowly and then faster, until it returns to its

original condition, and the changes are repeated. When the

planet is just reversing its motion it is said to be stationary
ti

....

Also cf. Guide, II, 10 p. 49 i1 ... the other planets,
which move in many and different courses with retrogressions,

progressions, and stations." Cf. Ibid., note 1 " 'according to

the multitude of their motions, their difference, their return

ing, their straightness, and their standing still.' There is a
multitude of motions,because each planet has its own motion;
each one has a different velocity, and follows a different course;

as seen from the earth the planets seem, in consequence of their
different velocities, at times to move in the same direction as

the sun, at others in the opposite direction, and sometimes not

to move at all."
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The seven planets"* are the cause of creation and

destruction, growth and decay - the normal order in the

sublunar world. They are the cause of change in all

cfceated things on the earth resulting from the constant

change in their own functions, situations, and agreements

■3Q

with one another. Further, they are the cause of the

1)0
ministering angels that are daily created, sing their

J For Aristotle's view see De Mundo (392a 19) ff.
II, 9, 46. For a full discussion see Dreyer,

686op. cit., pp. 168-169. Also Nasr op. cit., p. 204.

39 Cf- Guide I, 72, 294 note 3, "Ibn Sina (quoted
in Moreh ha-moreh, p. 45) describes the change in the fol
lowing words: 'The spheres influence the elements in such

a manner, that the latter are moved, mixed and changed in

to the forms of existing things. These four elements do

not appear to be simple; for the influence of the bodies

of the spheres penetrates into them, and in the lower cold

bodies a certain heat is created, causing vapors to .'sise

and to mix with the elements; all kinds of vapors then rise,1

etc.'} Also Ibid. ,p. 295, note 3 "Destruction and origina
tion are described as transitions from one form of existence

into another.'1 Also cf. Dreyer, op. clt., chaps. IV-VI for

the influence of the spheres upon the sublunar world.

40 Cf. Ginzberg, op. cit., I, 10, 16, 17, 19, 84;
II, 323t III, 315, 325, 326, 478.
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song, and depart, thus fulfilling their function and

4l
perishing.

I.T. compares the influence of the seven planets

to the influence of the seven forces of the physical fac

ulty, stating that these forces are, therefore, the cause

of creation and destruction, of growth and decay, in man's

body in a normal order. They are the cause of all changes

lip
in the body, and its admixtures.

6. Comparison of the Heart to the Fixed Stars

The heart corresponds to the sphere of the fixed stars.

As this sphere is intermediate in the three kinds of spheres,

so the heart is intermediate in the three principal organs.

The "passive force" of the heart (vital faculty) which is

affected by the apprehension of the imagination and of the

mind corresponds to the "diurnal motion" in the sphere of

the fixed stars. The "active force" of the heart, which

manifests itself in a systaltic movement, corresponds to the

fixed stars' own movement (originating in them) which is

ill i

Cf. 7P»m QTTflpn saimn *a*nw ed. Buber (Wilna, 1885).

"The seven eyes of God traveling throughout the world." These
refer to the seven planets.

Cf. Appendix A.
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oscillating. J

The motion of the fixed stars is apparently greater

(more rapid) than the motion of the sphere of planets, since

its circumference is greater.

In interpretation of Aristotle's statement: "Wherever

there is motion9 there is life," the author continues his

comparison of the heart to that of the fixed stars, refer

ring here to the derivation of heat.

Life in the world as well as the continuation of the

species, is caused by the heat that emerges from the heat

iiii

of the fixed stars. The heat emerges chiefly from the

center zone of the sphere where the motion is greater and

the stars are more numerous. This heat extends evenly to

wards the earth in accordance with the need of each part

of the world due to the dispersion of the stars.

3 Cf. Aristotle, De Caelo, II, 6 (288a 13) ff. Cf.
Efros, "Studies in Pre-Tibbonian Philosophical Terminology,"

JQR Vol. XVII, No. 3, p. 325, for na* 'asid. Also Efros,

Terms in M.N., a»naiy abasia.

According to W.D. Ross, op. cit., p. 96, in reference
to the fixed stars "These stars have a motion of their own."

Cf. Guide,II, 4, 29, n. 2.

The fixed stars (and not the sun) are the source of

heat according to Aristotle. Cf. De Caelo, II, 7 (289a 20)
"The heat and light which they emit are engendered as the

air is chafed by their movement." For a different view see

Nasr» op * cit., p. 77. Also n. 10 in which the author
quotes Jami ^h I, 538 ff. "The motion of the sun in the

middle of the heavens gives the spirit of life to the heavens

above and below it."
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Similarly, the life of the body and its affirmation

are caused by the '-'elemental11 hent, t\'hich3 erzertlm?. from

the heart, is maintained in the center of the body and. is

extended evenly by the dispersion of the arterierj through

the entire? body, in accordance with the need of each or-

^5
cian. ^

As the heart and arteries suffer no illness, so the

fixed stars do not burn out nor suffer any diminution.

7. Comparison of the Drain to the Diurnal Sphere

The brain corresponds to the diurnal sphere. As the

diurnal sphere is superior to the other spheres, " so the

47
brain is superior to all the organs. The head (the brain)

is compared with the heaven, the "diurnal sphere.1 It is

superior to the entire body, and from it motion is extended

throughout the body. The heaven is superior to the spheres

and all-encampassinp;. Its motion extends throughout the

if B
world including both its center and circumference.

5 See above, Chap. I, p.5% AlsoA-pped^

Cf. P.fros, Terms in_FU!^., Mvpan>Ji

the? ninth sphere, fsurrounding ? 11 others,' containing no

stars, moving in diurnal rotation from East to West and

setting all other spheres in motion/'

** Cf. above. Chap. I, p.

Cf. -^tanh, ; XI, 6 (1072s 9) where Aristotle say3

that the r'jjarnal^iTiiovement is the cause of the continuation
of things generated. Also see ^umma Theqloffic^, 0. 104
Art. 2.' Also, Wolfson, oj^^^cit. , 5*557 notes 7 ana 8.
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In the "sublunar world" we find nine "accidents" ^

equal In number to the nine "spheres" circling in the

diurnal motion. Under (within) the "diurnal sphere" there

are eight spheres and the sublunar world. Upon the nine

spheres there are nine angels corresponding to the nine

forces of the brain.

Conclusion

Man's faculties, spirits, and principal organs derive

their existence from his soul which is one and simple. They

emanate from his soul as the angels emanate from the exis

tence of the one, true, incorporeal God, their formal and

final cause, who created heaven of endless substance/ earth

im

The nine "accidents" are the "categories" of Aris

totle. Cf. his Posterior Analytics, trans, (from Latin),

E. Poste, (Oxford, lB50), ±, b25 passim. For a full dis
cussion of these categories see Wolfson, op. cit., pp. 70-

75, also p. 686.

•50
These are the seven planets and the sphere of the

fixed stars.

These are the five senses, voluntary motion, imag

ination, memory, and reason.

CO

J Cf. OK. ,p. 27 line 3, M»nx:in "no"»nM Efros, Terms in
M.N., "mnxa endlessness, different from qadmut which means

beginninglessness. . . . Maimonides seems to incline to the

view that the Universe is eternal in the sense of endless,

which view in his opinion does not run counter to the dogma

of creation!sm."
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of corporeal matter and brought forth their existence by

His word with wisdom according to His will. God assigned

nine angels to this substance*9 one, moving the diurnal

sphere and endowing it with a soul. As previously men

tioned, this sphere encompasses all the other spheres,

each of which is moved by its own angel who endows it with

a soul.

One angel is the "active intellect."5^ it is the mov

er of the "primordial matter,"5 which is devoid of all

forms, and the active intellect endows it with a "universal

soul."55

J* Cf. Efros, Terms in M.N., rr ^yian Vav Active Intel
lect, the tenth and last of the Intelligences, having the

threefold function of wedding sublunar matter with form,

helping the hylic intellect to attain conceptions so as to

realize itself, and emanating the'divine influence1 or prpph-

ecy. The Active Intellect always radiates its blessings, but

man and matter are not always ready recipients."

5 " pwin lain materia prima ( uAv) Ttfu>T^ ), the com
mon material substrate of all things in the sublunar world,

also called nnnn "»»^nand «imwa lain.This tfXvi is by def
inition ( mnaK na'raa) devoid of all form; in reality it is

always endowed with some form, together with which it serves

as matter for higher and higher forms."

55 For a complete discussion of the active intellect see
Efros, Mediaeval Jewish Philosophy, pp. 88, 152*, 185-189- He
reviews the different views on this subject as it appears in

the writings of Greek, Arable, and Jewish philosophers.
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according to Aristotle, it is endowed by the sun.5^

Perhaps it is "wise nature'1^0 which links the active

higher bodies with the passive material substances which

are in the elements and in all that is composed of the el

ements. This "nature," called^Shamhazai/'59 hangs between

57
That the universal soul is endowed by the active

intellect, is of neo-Platonic origin, while the idea that
it is endowed by the sun, is original. He probably was in
fluenced by the Aristotelian idea which compares the active
intellect to light. Cf. De Anima III, 5 (430a 15) "Mind is
then of one kind in virtue of its becoming everything, and
of another by making everything, as a state like light;"
Also see Batlaj us i, pp. 5,6. . itid mn ntn ^yi9n ?D3?n '3

ana mrptf na p'aia mnVn ^aVa ;.nn iwu u'^utyan a»o-ua

na ^pV imya mn Vsa ru'nni imn ^la* iV7;xai

->a*in y*jn .inuoi ©awn tik owsn'iz? ted ."

* For Maimonidesf view cf. Guide I, 72, p. 298-299.Also
ibid., II, 4,pp. 32-33. Cf. Wolfson, op.cit., pp. 672-3. For
the view of the Brethren of Purity see Dieterici, Weltseele,

p. 43. "Nature is none other than one of the faculties of the

Universal Soul of the spheres which is propagated in all the

bodies existing in the sublunary region beginning from the

sphere of the ether until the center of the world. Bodies

below the sphere of the moon are of two kinds: simple and com

plex. There are four simple bodies: fire, air, water and earth;

anf three types of composed bodies: minerals, plants and animals.

This faculty which I like to call Mature is.spread within all

things as clarity is spread in the air. Its nature makes them

move or rest, it governs them, it perfects them and makes each

come to the place where it tends according to how it becomes them."

" Ibn Tibbon introduces this angel (Cf. Targum pseudo-
Jonathan on Gen. VI, 4 "nefilim") as the link between the higher

bodies and the material substances. Cf. Ginzberg, op. cit.,
vol. V, p. 170 where he mentions the occurrence of this idea

in other writers. Ibn Zaddik, op. clt., p. 24 line 20 views
man as a plant from the heavens since plants grow from their
roots and man's root is his head pointing toward the heaven.

Ibn Tibbonfs idea of the function of this angel (Nature) is
the same as that of Maimonides.(See preceding note.)
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This ''universal soul" assumes all the forms proper to

primordial matter which are in it in potentiality.

Ibn Tibbon states that the "universal soul" itself is

56
this very potentiality s.nd possibility. This soul, accord

ing to Plato, is endowed by the "active intellect,11 but,

56
While Ibn Tibbon follows the Aristotelian doctrine

for the most part, he introduces at this point the term

universal soul, a term common to the neo-Platonists, and par

ticularly popular with the Brethren of Purity, who regarded

the universal soul as the cause of all change in the universe.

Ibn Tibbon differs from the neo-Platonists in attributing an

entirely different meaning to the universal 3oul.

For Ibn Tibbon the universal soul is itself the poten

tiality and possibility innate in primordial matter. The

problem of potentiality and possibility which occupied the

attention of the philosophers and especially of Maimonides

is given a new interpretation by him, since he employs the

universal soul in a way different from the neo-Platonists.

For them the universal soul has active faculties which

effect the activities in the world. (See Dieterici, Weltseele,

pp. 17-24.) For Ibn Tibbon the universal soul receives all

the forms proper to primordial matter and is a quality of

it. Since primordial matter doe3 not exist in actuality,

the same must apply to the universal soul. See 'Wolfson,

op. clt., pp. 690-693 for a full discussion on potentiality

and possibility.

A16O, cf. Nasr, op. cit.a pp. 56 - 65 passim for
concept of Brethren of Purity on the universal soul.

Further, for an interesting view of the universal soul

and the universal intellect, see Batlajusi, pv>. 5» 17> 24,
26, 48.



heaven and earth, head down and feet up. It is "Shamhazai"

who determines for every species and for every individual

of the species, its form, its shape, and its bodily struc

ture. Each particular organ is distinct according to its

nature, composition, and non-essential properties, for the

growth and the preservation of the individual during its

alloted life span.

The elementary form received by corporeal matter is

the form of the earth. It is the absolute of lowness, den

sity and darkness, devoid of movement; the opposite of the

"diurnal sphere." The center of the earth is opposite the

upper surface of the diurnal sphere. There is nothing below

the former, nor is there anything above the latter.

Once the human form reaches its perfection, it will be

detached from matter and will become universal, returning to

God, who endowed it.

In the six days of creation God started with the world

and ended with man. With the larger He started, with the smal

ler He ended. As the hierarchy of beings in the world of

spheres begins at the top, declining and becoming more compound

and lesser3 so, in the "sublunar world," that which ascends

highest and draws nearest to its ultimate goal is more compound;

and when the ends of these two lines meet, the circle is com

pleted.60

60 Undoubtedly Ibn Tibbon follows Batlajusi's idea that
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Footnote 60, continued:

man links the ends of the circle. Cf. Batlajusi^ p. 9>

line 3 » ait;n n'misp iwasw ny n1? ay nan? nViaj? jtidts ht
nsiD fjyan nVi^yn n'inK dinh n'rm

Also cf. p. 10 line 13 "n^ayn *po ansn n



PART II

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MICROCOSMIC CONCEPT



CHAPTER I11

1. MICROCOSM ~ BBGINiraas IN PRE PLATOHIC PERIOD

The theory that man is a microcosm,, or an epitome

of the universe* which is termed macrocosm, is one of

the oldest and most influential in the history of -thought*

G. P. Conger discussing the emergence of mlcrocosmlc the

ories of ancient Greece*" recognises its earliest trace

of microconmio theory-In Anaxlmenee based upon the opinion

of C. Baeun&er'* &n& A. Meyer:' that Anaxlaenea founded the

theory of macrocosm anct microeoam*

However 3 exception to this view may be taken^ since

the idea of microcosm is of a more universal nature and

may have emerged independently in separate and various

1 George P. Conger, Theories of Macrocosm and Microcosms
in the History of Fhilosopy (Columbia u, Press, Mev YorK^

2 0. Baeuiaker, Dan Problem der l^aterie in tfer Griechischen
ghllqgophle (Munster, 1«9Q), P-15.

^ A. Msyers Wegen vnd Geschlchte der Theorie vom
Mak.rokosmosa in Berner gtudlen aur ghilosopnie u;d ihrer
Geschlchte3 (1900). p. 99*



cultures. In fact there is evidence that the theory of

microcosm is already found in Babylonian literature."*"

Henry Malter affirms that this toctrine is very old,

being traceable not only to Bythagoras and Plato (Munk,

Guide., I, 354, n. 1), but also to the oldest Babylonian

literature,

Louis Ginzberg also agrees that the conception of

microcosm was already known to the Babylonians. He then

states that "there is no necessity to trace the haggadic

conception of the microcosmos to the corresponding phil-

osophical doctrine of the Greeks."

But resuming our discussion of the beginnings of

microcosm araong the Greeks, various attempts have been

7

made by scholars' to atttiT^ute microcosmic views to

Heraclitus based on Heraclitean fragments. J. Burnet

M. Berthelot, Les origines d'alchimie, (Paris, 1885),
p. 51t*Dans un ordre analogue d1assimilations mystiques et
astrologiques, originaires aussi de Babylone, et sur

lesquelles les alchimistes reviennent souvent, l'univers

ou M&cpocosme a pour image l^omme ou micrbcosme. Toutes

ses parties fondamentales s'y retrouvent, y compris

les signes du zodiaque."

Winckler, Die babylonische Kultur,(Leipzig, 1902),

P. 33.

Louis Ginzberg, The LegendSof the Jews, (Philadelphia

1925) Vol. 5, p. 64.

' For further discussion see Conger, op. cit., pp. 35 ^.



infers that Enapedocles held views of microcosmic nature.

Hippocrates, whose influence upon the progress of medicine

was enormous3 and is evidenced also in the writings of the

Jewish medieval thinkers, both in medicine" and in connec

tion with their doctrines of microcosm* in his treatise

On the Number Seven* describes animals and plants as having

a constitution which resembles that of the universe% the

earth corresponding to bones5 the air corresponding to the

flesh; the waters corresponding to the bloody fire corre^

11
sponding to the heart, etc.

In summary., although the view that man is a microcosm

was expressed in a fragmentary fashion and was not developed

into an independent theory., still it must have occupied a

significant place in their thinking.

Q

J. Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy,(London, 1908), p. 73*

° Maimonides, Commentary on the Aphorisms of Hippocrates,
in ed. S. Muntner (Jerusalem, 19&1)•

-"u Cf. Tibbon, '01am Katan, pp. 17-18.

Gompers, GreekThinkers, Engl. transl., Magnus (London,
1901), Vol. I, p. 2



2. IDEAS OP MICROCOSM IN PLATO AND ARISTOTLE

Most medieval philosophers, whose writings deal with

microcosm, relied for the most part on their knowledge of

Plato's and Aristotle's philosophy (or what they assumed

to be that) utilizing their theories for the establishment

of their own views. Many excerpts from Plato and Aristotle

were frequently quoted to substantiate parallelisms between

man and world in the various branches of science as existed

at the time.

The interest in, and the development of, psychology,

the study of the soul, which occupied the greater part of

their thinking, were accelerated by the microcosmic hypo

thesis that by the knowledge of one's soul one came to know

the world and its Creator.

The theories of Plato and Aristotle on the soul, though

divergent, either were used separately or were reconciled on

common ground, the microcosm. Prom this ^Lt*appears as if

Plato and Aristotle entertained microcosmic views as the

ground for their own philosophy. Yet, we find hardly any

Cf, Excursus I, "Know Thy Soul and Thou Shalt Know

Thy Creator."
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evidence in their work which directly deals with microcosm

per se, nor does the term microcosm occur except for one

instance.1"

In the TimaeuSj where Plato's cosmology finds its main

expression, there are indications of a microcosmic idea in

•3 2l
his attributing the world-soulJ and. the world-body to the

universe. Further the world-soul is of a threefold nature,

"the same/^whieh is "not the same,"and lastly "Essence,"

their intermediary. This corresponds to the threefold

division of the human soul, the rational soul., the concu

rs

piscible soul* and the appetitive soul. As to the world-

body, a fourfold composition inheres, corresponding to that

of the invisible world and suggestive of the four elements.

These are the stars (gods) which are circular' and correspond

to the entirety5 the creatures of the air., water, and land;

the last three being creations of the gods (stars). Moreover,

See below, p. w

Timaeus3 35 A.

IbJLcu 9 36 D* E.

* See above Introd.., pnr8- (Timaeus ■> 69 D)

QP* Clt., ?9 E.

7 Od. CIt., 40 A.



man was created by the gods with his head corresponding

o

in shape with that of the universe. The Empedoclean

idea of "like knowing like" which is found in the Timaeus

(45C) led to numerous interpretations of a micro^osmic

nature, similar in essence to the Delphi-; Maxim. According

to Sextus Erapiricus Empedocles called himself a god because

"... by means of the god within him he apprehended the

god without.11" The harmony of the world provides a model

11
for man to follow in order to ensure his well-being. ' In

other dialogues there are statements of a similar nature

which may be further interpreted as an indication of micro-

cosmic views.

8
* B.

9 Ibid., 88 D, E; 90 D; cf. Republic, 588 A

Cf. Sextus Empiricus, Adversus Mathematicos, I, 303

(ed. R.G. Bury, Loeb Classical Library, IV, 174-177).

Conger, op. clt., pp. 8-10.

12
Cf. Introduction



In the Rqpubl,!**She; woll-known comparison between

the threefold state and the threefold human soul may

well be cone'dered an extension of tha ml^rocosmic Idea

to the .Ideal society. The ;iinfluence of this comparison

is evidenced In the elaborate treatment #iven by later

philosophers. '"'

While Aristotle did not specifically deal with mi-oro-

tosm as a theory per se, nevertheless, many statements

indicate an underlying assumption of a mi.;ro .osinic- view.

In faot, the term ltmiero,:osm" vrar. first employo-c? by him

(Physi£--:s5 VIII, '•■}.). In defending hie idea that motion is

eternal, ho attacks the view that .living beings issue from

a motionless state, and argues "oy aiialogy* saynng: £ (, vr

has been raised that the view stressed above !lc:on:-erns

an^jaated be in;;,.?. In .;-^jneral rather than maa5 and therefore,

no microeosmir. view n\a,y be inferred. This argument «?annot

bo a,- eptofl ninoo it is not relevant for two reasons: firnt,

1 !?
■ For more e.'.aborate :Ms-.uGsion see H, Ma.ltor, Personifi

Rations of Soul and BO'ly, reurinte^. from J-. Q..H, 3CF77-^oT7
II5 No. %s p. ^01 rr.

15 Physics, VIII:, <i;( 252b.

Conner, Op, Pit. , p. 11 n, .^.



Aristotle's statement: " for if it happens in the little

world fit happens] also in the large [world],/1 is a general

one to indicate comparisons between the microcosm and the

macrocosm, employed merely as an analogy of the relation

between living beings and the world insofar as his theory

of eternal motion is concerned; and second., there is no

contradiction even if Aristotle had in mind living beings

in a literal sense, since it was he who had laid the ground

for the theory concerning the gradual transition between the

17
species and their groupings. ' In man, he said., there exist

in a higher form the qualities which are less complete in

other (inferior) animals.

Aristotle, like Plato5 draws comparisons between stars

and animals (and plants) insofar as life and action are con

cerned."-^ Similarly, the state is compared to the Individ-

ual.20

Although there are not many direct microcosmic references

in Aristotle., it did not deter later philosophers from

17 Aristotle, Hist, An.5 (Loeb Classical Lib.)* VIII* 1,
(588 b 4), ft.

•j O

' Of. Zeler, Aristotle and the Earlier Peripatetics., Eng.

transl., Costelloe and Muirhead (London, 10*97)., Vol.11, pp.24 ff,

15 De Caeloy (loeb Classical Lib.), II., 12 (292 a,b).

Polities, (Loeb Classical Lib.),I, 5 (1254 a 28); III,
4 (1277 a 5)> V, 3 (1302 b 34); VI, 6 (.1320 b 33)



interpreting his various works to fit their views of

microcosm.



CHAPTER IV

MICROCOSM - BEGINNINGS IN JEWISH THOUGHT

We have seen earlier that the concept of microcosm

influenced the general thinking of the Greek philosophers.

However, it was not treated as one comprehensive theory

but appeared in their writings in the form of discrete and

unconnected ideas.

It is difficult to determine whether the development of

microcosm among the Jews was of an independent nature or it

was influenced by the views of others. The comparison between

man and the world was applied in both directions, i.e., man

as a microcosm, the world as. a macroanthropos, and was a fa

vorite speculation of the mas.

This literature abounds in correspondences of the parts

of man and the parts of the universe, of man's soul and the

world's soul, and these are found in various Midrashim. Since

there is no other principle to guide us in the arrangement of

the following quotations, they will be arranged historically.

The teimmicrocosm, 70P o'ny. appears first in Midrash Tanhuma

ed. by Hanoch Zundel (Wilna, 1885) ** '"MpD and reads as fol

lows: " "UJ3 VlJ?W J3WS7IW TTD>*? 7!BDm O^H^K TMT ini« '^QKI "IO1K1

n"apn '

nmsi iiiaoa V»nnD hwk ti1?' no lma nwn

1 Cf.rtKBiT yiK im naoa , *o pnsi"i3»y Va^a^ nan nm

nj'a'3 mnaa naa*w wnpan n'a nt M

51
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p y nnwin

paa #au7 "?ya> n"a

This is a direct comparison between the world and man.

The various correspondences in this literature are linked

with passages of the Bible. Among the most favored passages

is Genesis I., 26. "Let us make man in our image, after our

likeness." Others are Genesis I, 27, Genesis II, 7, and V, 1.

The method employed in practically all the midrashim was to

quote biblical passages both as source and authority. In

Abot de - Rabbi Nathan (8th or 9th dentury) we find in the

name of R. Jose the Galilean (1st and 2nd centuries C.E.)

a view that God had. created in man everything that had been

created in the universe. In a most detailed list of Approx

imately thirty) comparisons we find correspondences between

the various parts of the human body and the various parts of

the world, such as the forest corresponding to man's hair,

the wind corresponding to the nose through which man breathes.,

the sun corresponding to the forehead of man, and the king of

the world, to man's head etc.

Kia T"1^^ n"apn Kiaw na ^a nan:

a Vnan

. • .
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. i»?iya K-iaw no ?a

nyw rit onto a»w-nn <snai aViya a'tznin

ht oTKa nyn n'n snai Q7iya nyi n»n

ana ?w naoin nt otns nn Kin oVnyn nn

• onit ?w inrns ht oiks nan o?iya n»n

in? dtk^ o»nno d»d oViya o»nno

niyan 17N aixa o»7na O7iya

I'nmsv i?« msa main 07iya main

?tc T3*K7 nT tnxa nin7t D7iy

i o?iya

7hj? i»»n7 nT otaa mno1? D7iya n

D7iya u'

nT aisa nnti' oViya nnn»

a7iya

[oik

o?iya



.DTK Vw 1-11:1*0 tit oiaa n 1 -»ia oViya nma

V ot nt aiKa n* *

•DTK ^w i»maxy nt

.oik Vw I'niaay nr outa niyaa o^iya n

nt dtk3 nipnsai »>y oViya nwnaai ''?y

^?w i»piw nT onsa d*oio oViya 0*010

i*a»j?y ht ansa man -jn'po aViya ni»n

nan V»ij in> nan Taiy aisa myj?ai o*in oViya niypai

sna la^iya n"a?n Kiaw na Vaw ma"? kh

These comparisons in many -r-ases are repeated in the various

midrashim In the Aggadat'Olam Katan again, probably based

3

on the same source but here ascribed to the Rabbis, it says

that the creation of the vrorld is like the creation of man

since all that God created in his world he created in man. We

also find in this midrash the first extended reference to

astrology in the following: the heavens correspond to man's

head, the sun and the moon are man's eyes, the stars are man's

hair. Rab said that God created in the world twelve eonstel-

2 Abot de - Rabbi Nathan3 Solomon Schechter (N>. Y.,
ch. 31, P. 91-92.

Ibid.
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lations (2o<liac) and similarly he ■/■reated them all in

The midrash goes on to ies^r'be these comparisons between

the sodiaos In heaven and their corresponding ones in man.

The midraGh speaks of wind noise am? fire which God creat

ed in the world and to which there are the following cor

respondences 5 the wind corresponds to man's breath, the

noise to mar^s fear, and fire to man's soul. It Icj also

said that two kinds of spirit ( ^swa ) exist in man; one

is n1"V and one is nDS7a. It repeats the statement that

everything that God -rea-ted on earth ( T"i* ) he also treated

in man drawing rorresponlen>eG whi-h are almost parallel

to those :ln ARN It :on ludes w'th a statement that the

tongue is the organ that praises tho -reator

on naa^i nan qik *tv iwki ?

iwsialf» an nan .or; an u^aaia ,wik

nan?

nto

fl/aisn

ni oik

n*?ina n

a'siai'i ehn

myn

i»-i» a»3ttea .na



4LL14 Oil

4a c^ uaaun* c?ql cm cql uul

cL £i

CiU

at

4QQL

uui

CUfcUL m^ MLD AC)i4 lilU XIU UCUiU IUSLD C»CL CU4U ACS, IIUUU

cqvU

Lin

ULU4 zal* icfflCtua 4iJc«ii ai

ut<^a icaau 4iaru cullv atL

racuu 4A cmlq llu icacu* uiu u

cu

L UU4U 4L«UL ^^ GC4CO IJitCiL UtlL

uik,,L! Cul Oa T1<a ci^q cum cslo* uuu caaui a<^ «i.a caq

ITrTo cma 4nuur«,n ^a*n caiL, 4d 4Sl qlgl cL cc4

aurut cL cr

uqu cL

uura

«in an ci/Cq uiir cl^q lutur* »czui
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nnaopn mVn* nvm ma1?*** any* nnwi rnyaan a'nn na

aan noiy mnva ^nya*1? non awn» mavs .DTRa ma

O a»an naptn iwki lyu? .rnivV nan

a»as an n

a»a

1318 mnni -npi am nn w» fiK ,T»sa o'pina

mnn naaa iks* tibiji i*a nms kihwd Q»am ci*np ninn

ninn iaao iks' nsnai i»s nms x

s «jk maV'Ki nu»y w niv^n na

naia jma'y'K1? pon l'nnywi jnia'ya1? a'an o»aap

an nas ,uia^ nan uoa tk t

'saw dVid TAas Vipw la1? oixa w» a»"ja'K nanawi

na .nyni naan nann n«n 'a*?i 'k3w nxn aVn «jk n»n d-tk na

«l« lana aiK yaiw aV "pay1? nnan 'saw yanw aVn *|k yaiw

r na .^a1? oy 'ax »mmi '

niavna man naKaw awin a*?n ^k awin utk no .i^n 'a1? k

na .iwsa ma yii> a1? 'sa© yn1* aVn «jk yn» dtn na .

dtu na oTaa*? "7y nV«n o»-iann i»m 'aaw pony a^n «)N pony a-nsn

nona aVn «|k K»na oik .-p1? "^ ^^ anana 'saw ,anna a"?n tk anna

iokjw wsoa a^n t« waoa qtk ,«9ia a*? ia
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aVn «|K wv qtk no .mvso k"?k rnn'iw pto jnn oaaV nnnw

a1? *»aw nav a^n *ik nan? otk na .ODaa^ wm Qn*s"n '

nnwa a1? aioi *kj» aio a*?n «jk mo d*t» na .o'aa

-n a^iya nai ^3T .i31-1?^ vnx nt? xawn k1? ioxjv? a*?a

.oaVa i*\2 oViyn Vd n« ca aniD tdV a^a

nau?n narna V

*n n

4

Another reference to microcosm is found in Fesikta

gadta. which enlarges upon the passage that God created the

earth with wisdom.

After the earth was created, it was from it that God

created Man in the image of naiK which has containers,

some of salt water, some of bitter water, some of sweet

water, some of unclear water, some of clear water and some

of fresh water. Salt water in man is the water of his eyes,

bitter water is the water of his ears, sweet is the water

of his mouth, unclear is the water o-f his nose, clear is his

urine, and fresh water corresponds to manfs blood.

Cf. "Aggadat ^Olam Katani' ed. Jellinek, Bet ha-Midrash,
V (Wien, 1873) pp. 57-59.
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miaaa nniK Kiai yj?ij? svapn qwv naVa ?"m io» nasna #n

mn na«* aVw1? *a lastaw nan* "poaVi xiv a"mn o*a nn»n n

a»apjp na

onai a'liay ana mpinn o»a anai d^io q»o onai a'Tn1?^ o»a ano

aoinn

-na onipa a»na« ,0TtK >w isiaa 7'pnoi oin nt

ai'Di o»y»mo oi'K nspai o*y»n ...•♦' J

In the Alphabet of R. Akiba we find an elaborate compar

ison drawn between the tongue and the sea. It was the tongue

and the mouth that were selected out of man's two hundred

eight organs to praise and tell of Godfs Justice.

nna* "

nua

o»a kVk 71V1?"! no

ni'VAia k^d a'n«? c©d nnioi a»nna nan -p 73 nnioi a'nno

aa nan 13 o*a y*aa a»nw ors .max? Vw m'Va-10 k'js nun

nan-jina p^n id n^iyi naana a»n Tina Vaa? awa ,0'a

naia.

5 Ed, Jellinek, Bet ha-Midrash, Vol. VI (Wien, 1873),

6 Ibid., Vol. Ill (Wien, 1855), p. 13.
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As previously aentioned this comparison appears often. In

the mldrashim on Ecclesiastes (Koheleth and Koheleth Zuta)

we find in the name' of Resh Lakish that everything that God

created_in man he created in the world* Each of his numer

ous analogies is supported by a passage from the Bible; e.g..,

as man has a head, so does the earth; as man has eyes, so does

the earth; as man has ears, so does the earth; as man eats*

so does the earth, etc., etc.

^ no >d

7*3? n« noai idk^v fD'j»y nV w» finrn ,0^3'y i1?

oik •a'T nam (yisn nan> iorsv piss fisini j'i* iV

7

• nioiy a^MyV ynnni na^j© 73 103

7 ed. Buber (Berlin 189*1) p. 85, line 4.
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We find another comparison of a somewhat peculiar

nature in Tanhuma hakadum we-hayashan where the correspon

dences between:the world and woman are drawn - each sup

ported by a biblical passage. The following is ascribed to

the Rabbis: As woman has a head, so does the earth3 as she

has ears so does the earthj etc., etc

o'jtr vikV ur* 13 q*3tk 7\wk*? v*v ow3i (13 'rtv^Vwoj Van nnsy

a»y W 13 nine1? o»a»y w»v a«73i (#n '* mow;

ns w» 13 nwK1?

D»f» V* 13

iiao wi» 13 nwKV iiats v»w owai ,q»t» nam nan ynsni

tji -URaii? m1?!*! maiy nwnnu? dwsi vn«n mao V

nil* ays .« Tn' ok 8 are SGme other direct

references in Midrashic literature? The indirect references

to microcosm in this early Jewish literature are too numer

ous to include within the scope of this study.

8 Ed. Buber, op. cit., (Wllna, 1855), p. 3*».

^ See Crinzberg op. cit.3 Vol. V, p» 6K
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Microcosmic Ideas of Philo

Philo has been called a syncrefeist for his attempts

to reconcile the philosophy of the Greeks with rabbinical

theology. He was the first to use the expression, Adam

Kadmon (Gk. ,^£ Vi K0$ t( vfrPUJTTos; Eng., original man) the

first being who was created in God!s image. This being

was of an incorruptible essence unlike the earthy man who

was made of loose material. This was the "image" that God

created, after which the first earthy man was fashioned.

This view Philo inferred from Genesis I, 27 and Genesis II,

7. He combines the concept of the Rabbis and the concept

of Plato by drawing upon the two accpunts of man who was

formed in God!s image, and the"first man" whose body was

formed from earth, and Plato's concept of "ideas," and

assumes the original Adam to be the idea, and the man of

flesh and blood to be the "image." He compares the human

soul to God saying that what God is to the universe, the

soul is to man. This comparison relates to the soul alone,

but not to the body.

Mind in the universe and in man consists of two parts,

a superior and an inferior. Logos, which is the mind of the

universe, and Reason in man, both permeate and dominate their

De mundi opificio, XXIII, 69-71. Cf. Legum allego-
riarum, I, XXIX, 91-92; De monarchia, I, 1; De Abrahamo,

XVI, 74; Ibid., XLVI, 272.
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substratum.11

Qo'Vn relation to man? in of a special nature* for the

human soul io God's most characteristic creation. Farther

its existence is maintained by God contrary to the matter

which constitutes the physical nature of man and from which

God is detached acting an he does through intermediaries.

In its relation to the world* the Logos is manifested

as universal substance from which every thing derives. It

is both the archetype of things as well as the power that

creates them and endows them with their individuality. The

Logos is the pattern for the shaping of the mind (voO^) whose

principal forces are judgment, memory, end language. The

intermediary (the image which served as model for creation

of man) is regarded as the heavens (the sky) onti corresponds

12
to the human soul. Reason in man corresponds to the sun

13

(light of the sun) in the world. Reason is that part of

the spirit which longs for heaven (God). It Is the highest*

the real heavenly gift to man.

11 Quis yerum divinarum heres slt3 XLVIII5 234-236.

12IM1-* 230-236.

ibid., un, 263 tt.



Philo makes a specific reference to the idea of

microcosm, slightly varying the expression as follow© s

V

/

is usea in place

w ^ PI^-/xXXIXr XXXI* 1*6-1S6. ll4^ey have called
email (snort) world, and the world a large man."



CHAPTER V

MICROCOSM IN MEDIEVAL JEWISH THOUGHT

That Jewish thinkers were preoccupied with microcosmlc

ideas in early times has been shown previously. Whether

the medieval Jewish thinkers derived their microcosmic con

cepts mainly from Jewish sources or were largely influenced

— -2
by others, e.g./ Ikhwan al-Safa (Brethren of Pufcity), re

mains an unanswered question. However, it seems that all

who were versed in Midrashic literature (and from their

writings this is evident) had a familiar knowledge of micro-

cosmic interpretations and utilized this knowledge in their

own philosophical speculation. In fact, we have quoted var-

•01

4

ious sources from Midrashic literature^ in which microcosmic

views are entertained and the term "70j? oViy"is used.

Here Chapter IV Microcosm-Beginnings" in Jewish Thought.

2
See Appendix C.

o

J See (Tanhuma)in Chapter II,(Microcosm-Beginnings in
Jewish Thought,)

4

This is contrary to the opinion of Jellineck. Cf. Bet

Ha-Midrash, V, 57-59, p. XXV in which he states that the term

7ap> oViy does not appear in the Aggadic literature. Moreover,

he states that it was adopted into Hebrew literature due to the

influence of Arabic philosophy. Also see Alexander Altaann,

The Delphic Maxim, p. 215, text, and N. 105. Also Steinschnei-

der, Die Hebralsche Ueberisetzunflen des Mittelalters, p. 997, N.I
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Saadia Ben Joseph (892-9A2) in his commentary on

Sefer Yezirah held the view (which is of Platonic origin)

that God is life to the universe, and therefore, He may be

compared to the human intelligence. He also makes com

parisons between numbers and parts of the human body.

Saadia followed the threefold Midrashic correspondence of

7

the universe, the tabernacle, and man.

Shabbethai Donnolo

It is ia Shabbethai Donnolo (913-982 ?)° that we find

a connecting link between the Midrashic ideas of microcosm

and the elaborate microcosmic speculations of the Jewish

writers of the medieval times. In the introduction to his

q

commentary to the "Sefer Yezirah" called Hakemani ,the idea

J Commentary on Sefer Yezirah, French translation by M.

Lambert (Paris, 1891), IV, 1, pp. 91-95.

6 Ibid., p. 2.
•7

1 Cf. S. Karppe, Etudes sur . . . Zohar3 p. 171."Saadyah
etablit un parallelisme entre l'unlvera en tant. qng macrocosmef

le tabernacle en tant que monde moyen et l'ho'mme en tant que

macrocosme." Also cf. ibid., p. 453. Cf. Midrash Abkir

iana.1. 17.

See Jewish Encyc.

o

See Per Mensch als Gottes Ebenbild, ed. by Adolph

Jellinek . (Leipzig,185*0 .
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that man is a microcosm is treated comprehensively. This

entire treatise consists of various interpretations of

Genesis I, 26 "Let us make man in our image after our

likeness," There is abundant evidence of an intimate and

thorough knowledge of earlier Jewish literature♦ In fact,

numerous quotations from various Midrashim are interwoven

throughout the treatise in support of his views. Donnolo

attempts to reconcile what appears to be contradictory

statements in the Bible that refer to the making of man in

the image of God. "ij'maia u'D^sa dtk nwya mina a"»na sni

-•» noT iniK Kia dtj^r oVxa loVxa jikh nx o'n^K itia'i annai

ma ai»a DTK

~n '39 man oittn »d

"130 m ain:n omx nnpa

?*** noisn dtkm ns

»3 Kin

'd |D ninan t

a i a i.M

Then he describes man's anatomy, the various parts of

the body and their functions in detail, including the humors.

He presents a complete view of the organism, which, he de

clares, man has in common with animate creatures, However,

10 Ibid., p. 3
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man is differentiated by possessing knowledge, reason ans

speech. " *pvm wonm «pyrn n»nm nannm otkh fan ht V

nynn nanin 7a oik1? v ima nt kVk ^k nanam oisn nmo

nram."

As long as the body and its major organs are in a

healthy state, they afford a habitat for the lining spirit

which God has bestowed. But once a serious illness over

takes a major organ, the result of this calamity is that the

spirit departs and returns to God, its endower, while the

corpse ( o1?!*) remains behind and disintegrates. . " nTa

^ipm *nn*im nD^yni rp'K-im maim oVian

Vtp mKnm nnm n»-n*K \»w yiayam nwyom

nxT»n na nsav o»'n tin nawaa nj'ani nytm

on.11 Further, at His behest, soul (spirit) and body join,

for it is the soul (spirit) that maintains the body's heat,

coolness, dryness, and humidity and governs the functions

of the body through appropriate organs. This union is for

the purpose of preventing man from equating himself with

God who is eternal and does not require anything to fulfill

His needs, unlike man. "*a» «*v "P*1" "a*3ri *""»* ni<>s: "n2n

11 ?M4'3 P- 5.

12 Ibid., p. 5.
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imonm ninas ch'jk1? atan njT a1?*? *id r»T 'TyVaa nt

1 3

ill

Numerous comparisons are drawn between God and man.

However, man's inferiority is stressed, " . , . inai

nxipi nan oya 'a4? u'nVK1? nyta oyaa DT«n non* a

iJ-iNn riK u'nV^cn nan nui'mn hVn ^d . . . i

-a t»ya inionm a»naiD nnoi ja naVi yin is*n ]a la1? oya

Now Donnolo makes innumerable comparisons between

man and the worlel and between various parts of man and

various parts of the world. The apertures of manfs head

are compared to the planets. "*mt»ko ***v JPpia inaw naai

l'3»n py j»3»i ^k2dip ia»3»y 'jip uikh a'Kin 73 3*3313 nvam

nan (n'^nawn «i«n; maw nan n'^Kawn nan1? nan

|TKn pis'? nan a>n9wni nsm pw^n nan asiD1? n^aa^n

nan n»^Nawn 7Tan naiaV nan no

He incorporates practically all of the Midrashic cor-

respondences between man's parts and the parts of the

world, including a comparison between the twelve signs of

the Zodiac through which God governs the world, and the

13 Ibid.3 p. 6

111 Ibid., p. 7

15 Ibid., pp. 7-8.

16 Ibid., p. 9
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twelve limbs of the body. Further, he notes that just as

the entire world acts in accordance with the spirit of Go£,

so manfs body acfcs in accordance with the spirit of life

that God breathed into him. "in -is?ss Vm jViyn amnaw

nnn o-tk "iv iema *?d Anana fa n"ap»n ^w inna n'pjoi nnn

17

In concluding this section, he introduces the term,

7op o^iy, expressing the idea that the destruction of one

man is analogous to the destruction of the world since man

18
is compared to the world and Godfs image.

Another interpretation follows in which he describes

the creation of the world and ;its.: correspondences in ac

cordance with the theory of the four elements and their cor

responding four humors.11. . . u*ai nn mtio'n nya-uv an ri7*o

nnn -uaa tnn rmnw m'nai ncn« rnai nn*Vi -jt am nsyi

np nn^Vn nai n^i Dn nnn nai nn *%>n wsani B7san «in Jin

m»nan iidi wa»i Dn wwn na »a w«n tajd nanxn mam

mp rmnwn mnarn wa'i on na."

17 Ibid., p. 12.

18 Ibid., p. 13.
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He concludes that as In the beginning God created the

macrocosm, so from this macroanthropos ( *?tt* otk) he

fashioned man, the microcosm ( ?*>? o^y ).19

A, Jellinek*: who edited this work, attributes great

importance to its Influence on later writers and signifi

cantly on the Cabala which stressed the mystical as well

20
as the physical interpretations of mi*bo, n^g

Thus the influence of Donnolo on Jewish writers1 views

of microcosm should not be underestimated. Possibly, his

views on microcosm may have exerted some Influence on Ar

abic thinkers.

Solomon Ibn Gabirol

The idea of microcosm underlies the philosophy of

Gabirol (Avicebron 1021-1058). Besides many allusions

throughout his works he makes direct references to micro

cosm, using the term * 7ttP aViy<>

21
In his Tikun Midot Ha-Nefesh ("The Improvement of

the Moral Qualities") he elaborates upon the similarity be

tween the macrocosm and the microcosm, stating that God

created the former from the four elements, air, water, earth,

and fire, while in man blood corresponds to air, phlegm to

19 Ibid., p. 14.

20
Ibid., pntroduction, p. XII.

21 Pub. in Goren Nahon (Linwil, 1807).
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water, black bile to earth, and red bile to fire, "

»d nsiRi "oiun nnw 7t>pn aViyn jdi o»yao 'i Vy T^in

n'Tin m'n1? D'yao nyms ^y T^mn ^nan aViyn ns Kin u

Vy otrh nK Kin nKT naiy1?! ,a*yi"pn nmo»n ynixo i

22
naiy> nsn«n mam TDyn noiyV minwn mam,"

Further the microcosm is compared tto the macrocosm

in so far as their arrangement is concerned. In the micro

cosm the soul and spirit are the intermediaries between

the spiritual substance (the Intelligence) and the material

substance. Therefore, there is no adherence of its spir

itual substance, which is simple and rarefied, to the mate

rial substance. From this we deduce the arrangement in the

macrocosm - the simple substance does not adhere to the

corporeal substance. "moa VTun oViyn fi»&T jopn a^nym

n oViyn »axy Vdo inaai oiws pi jonrc Vswn oxy fan ,7*3:1711

ino wpi* tit Vyi an'3'a a**yxDK nnni woan »3

23
pan tidam tnwsn oxyn 7»kw nzaiVs Vnan. . ,M

22
Ibid., also see OK., p. 5, line 18, passim.

23
Gabirol, Mekor Hayyim, trans, from Arabic by S.T.

Palquera; ed. by S. Munk Journal Melanges de philosophie

Juive et Arabe (Paris) VIII 4, 536-73.
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Bahya Ibn Pakuda

Bahya too, uses the term ^pp Q^iy* in stating that

man is a microcosm. « j,on ntt-un n&ann ja>o irawn ruem

7op Q^iy sin ipk p-rnn."24 By studying his body and his

soul man may understand the cosmos, and the interrelation

ship of its various parts.

There exists an ascending scale leading from the min

eral to the vegetative, from the vegetative to the animal,

and from the animal to the human, the intermediary between

the material world and the world of intelligences. Further,

gold is the link between the mineral and vegetative, the

palm tree is the link between the vegetative and the animal.

While the human has many characteristics in common with the

animal, the prophets are the link between man ancl the world

of intelligences.

Bahya draws comparisons between nine spheres of the

cosmos, the twelve signs of the Zodiac, and its seven planets,

on the one hand, and corresponding faculties and organs of

the human body on the other. Broyde questions the originali-

ty of these comparisons, J which are similar to those ex-

pressed by the Brethren of Purity. However, Bahya may just

Cf. Robot ha-Lebabot (Wilna ed.), Chap,

Broyde7, Jewish Encyclopedia, VTII,

Cf. DietArici, Anthropologie, p. 48, Also cf. Broyde,
Resume des Reflexions sur L'ame de Bahya, etc.(Paris, 1896),
p. 16.



as well have utilized this idea of correspondences from

27
earlier Jewish literature. '

Nathanael Ibn Al-Fayyumi

28
In his Bustan Al-Ukul. Al-Fayyumi devotes an entire

chapter to demonstrate in detail that man is a microwosm.

The correspondences between man and the cosmos follow, for

29
the most part, those enumerated by the Brethren.

"Subjecting man to examination we find him one, cor

responding to the one. We note further that he is composed

of two substances, a subtle spirit and a coarse body; cor

responding to the two. His body has length, breadth, and

depth: corresponding to the three. Similarly, the soul has

three faculties." He continues these correspondences to ten.

In the same fashion he then elaborates upon the theory

of numbers in which he includes all phenomena in the micro

cosm and the macrocosm in accordance with their numerical

characteristics. He extends this theory to include religious

aspects. "... God made His most luminous religion after

the manner of His world. Thus the religion is one. . . ,

27
Cf. S. Donnolo, op. cit.a p. 9, passim.

28
The Garden of Wisdom, Eng. Trans, and crit. ed.,

by D. Levine, Columbia University Press (New York, 1908).

Cf. Dietijici, Weltseele,pp. 1 and 16; Anthropologie,pp.8,

Cf, The Garden of Wisdom, pp. 13, I2*.
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likewise there were Scripture and Tradition corresponding

to the two, ♦ . . likewise there correspond to the three:

on

Torah, Prophets and Hagiographa, . . . etc."J

He concludes "that the man is the noblest existent

under the sphere of the moon; that he is a microcosm and

32
so constituted as to correspond to the macrocosm, of

fering a general comparison in which the human body and

its parts correspond to the elemental world. The lowest

part of man (below the tBiigh) corresponds to the element

earth, as does the marrow (in the bones); his abdomen cor

responds to the element water; his chest corresponds to

33
the element air, and his head, to the highest element fire. ^

■all

Joseph Ibn ZaddikJ

In his work entitled 7Ppn oViyn nap35(The Book of the
Microcosm).

31 Ibid., p. 37 ff.

32 Ibid, p. 33.

33 Ibid., p. 34.

148 ff.
Cf. S. Hor^vitz, Die Psychologle etc.. Heft III, p.

6 35 Cf. A. Jellinek, edition (Leipzig, 1854); also S.
HorAvitz edition Per Mlkrokosmos des Josef Ibn Zaddik (Breslau,
1903). Regarding the translation Jellinek claims (see his
introduction, p. XV): "dass der Pebersetzer Mose gehelssen.
und es ist ohne Zweifel R. Mose Tabbon." HorMtz disagrees
with Jellinek, as do Steinschneider and Reifmann, on this
see Horvitz, ibid., XIII.
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Microcosm), Ibn Zaddik (d. 11^9) in reply to questions of

a student offers a detailed analysis of the corresponden

ces between man and the world. He emphasizes the impor

tance of philosophy as paramount among the sciences as a

way to arrive at a knowledge of God. His purpose is to

explain that through man's knowledge of himself he may at

tain a knowledge of the world. Man is called the micro

cosm since he resembles everything that is in the world.

His body corresponds to the corporeal world and his soul

(the rational) corresponds to the spiritual world. He de

fines philosophy as the knowing of one's sou], since by

knowing it does man know both the corporeal world and the

spiritual world. This division is not an original one but

is of Aristobelian origin. However5 it was a significant con

tribution to the Jewish philosophic thinking of his day. In

speaking of the corporeal world he includes the world of

spheres and all that is below it although the former is of

Ibid., p. 2, line 6 "dikh ny'T -ma5? 'i

iwsk nosy y-prc »ai Van y-p lasy1? my'Taw 'd1?

a js^sM inViT yp kVw s?"d ioxy j?-p kVw »ai inViT nn y-r*
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O«7

the "fifth element."-" As to the spiritual world he en

counters difficulty in defining it since the knowledge of

it is reserved only for those aspiring few to whom God re-

veals it. D From a knowledge of his own soul, a spiritual

substance, man infers the existence of the spiritual world,

a world more complete than the corporeal one. Once the

rational soul knows the spiritual world and rightly exer

cises this knowledge, then man will know his Creator and

lin
that God alone is truth.

In his body, man corresponds to the corporeal world,

Ibid., p. 10, line 5, " o^m maw unans

* nan on»nnn Waaw nan ^^ V

nnsn -mwi miacn

Ibid., p. 22, line 11, M ^5^ iNiaa nn ia»x

3*y nK own npai Tpni »n iwk 7**yan xVr nt ist mi'

39 Ibid., p. 40, line 1, f.

40
Ibid.., p. 42, line 23,»aViyn ny*T» naann iwsj

inn yT tk n^J ^Ain iaxy V

yn» ht tnsn nwywai o'Kxaan 'wiwi unsin nnoj< Vy

n»Kn Kin *n* K^ianw man."

Also, cf. OK., p. 16, line 7 f.
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in
possessing the four elements and their properties. His

body is composed of the vegetable and the animal, but of

42
all animals he alone is erect.

Along Midrashic lines he compares man to the world.

The sphere corresponds to the head; the twelve signs of the

Zodiac correspond to the twelve vertebrae (the six in the

neck are excluded). Further his hair resembles grass; his

arteries and veins resemble rivers and canals; his bones,

mountains, etc. " Vw a'jitts-in imx i^wan d-vkh ©tnw

a* at?n

-o ututn nnwy D»nu? on n

p-rsi 'ana*? ana?

"iia»"im stolon i1? n*s?t? a

nosn

w»2

nsm

T?**0

-ynnan onnn oiks aiaaa w» manani nnnjni o'23'n1!

-m dt d'rVd unw D'yyuniD q^'kb? amK oai a»piyn em

-n m-MD»m nywn oiks aijiaa o*nasni moayn DTK

D»jim u'w"?w Tsa lavmi law nyaiKn nunynn

ii?

Ibid., p. 19, line 6 ff.

Ibid., p. 24, line 5 "d^biah 123 Kin D-rsn «paw

ni»n oyn . • . o

ip» Vy kVw naao nViyn nanVwn rpnn may

Cf. Also OK., p. 13, line 7 ff.
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m om nyaw yas? lvma Dwini

Qrn ngni

on

ai nnna ni>K-iai o^nna D^na

nan niawan o^iya ikwj

»43

a^on nsann nani nawn

nTa

Questions concerning the authenticity of T&pn o'piyn

and its date, as well as the influence of other philosophers

on it have been raised, but no one can dispute the influence

exerted by this work upon later philosophers, since it was)

the first work of a Jewish philosopher, despite its eclec

ticism, to stress the theory of microcosm in its application

to so many facets of thought.^

43

_ **!ld«> P« 221, line 24, passim. Also cf. Nathanel Al-
Payyumi, Bustan Al~Ukul English translation and critical ed.
by D- Levme (New York, 1908), Chapter II, p. 23 f.

44
««^ 4*, Cf.M. Doctor, Die Phllosophle dea Josef (Ibn) Zaddik.
nach ihren QuellenT insbesondere nach ihren Beziehunsen zu
aen lauteren sruaern und zu Gabirol untersucht (in Betrage

?G!!?hL?r M * Mlttelalters> T
. 1O TJ £- J* Weinsberg, Der Mikrokosmos: Ein angebllch
in 12% Jahrhundert v. . . . Joseph tbn Zaddik ft
philosopnisches System q(Bres Jan. iHHti^!

^l f S Hit^ cf# S# Hoi7itz> Per. Mikrokosmos. Introduction,
ff., and his Die Psychologie etc.. Heft III.
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Judah Ha-Levi

In his Kuzarl Judah ha-Levi comments briefly but

pertinently on the Idea of microcosm. He reasons that man

resembles God only in so far as mind, which is similar to

light, is concerned. This resemblance refers to manfs ra

tional soul (the perfect man), not to the body, for this

he has in common with the vegetative kingdom, nor to his

having life, for this he shares with the animal.

He mentions that the philosophers have already com

pared the world which he calls a macroanthropos, to man.

or microcosm. God is the spirit of the world, its soul,

46
its intelligence, and its life. In the making of man in

His image, and in the wiadom shown in His creation of the

sublunar world, God proceeded from the elements to the min

erals, to the plants, to the animals in the air and in the

water, to the animals on the earth, and finally to man who

47

resembles the angels by virtue of his rational soul.

he

Kuzarl» Hebrew with commentary Kol Yehudah by Moscato

and commentary Ozar Nehmad (Wilna, 1904), Art. 4.

46
Ibid., p. 3^. He quotes from Daniel 12. 7.

47
' Ibid.
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In his explanation of the Sefer Yezirah, he states

that the twenty-two letters of the alphabet are divided

into three parts -_ three matrices ( Watt), secen doubles

( maa TAa ) s and the others called simples. Prom the

power of the three matrices emerge air, water, and fire,

from which the world is created. This order of letters

is connected with the orders of world, man, and time. Thus

tf!l»R corresponds in the world to air, water, and fire; in

man, to chest, stomach and head; and in time, to moisture,

cold, and heat. The seven doubles correspond in the world

to the seven planets; in man, to seven characteristics; and

in time to the seven days of the week. The twelve simples

correspond in the world to the twelve signs of the Zodiac;

in man, to twelve organs; and in the year, to twelve months.

Thus, Juelah ha-Levi bases the microcosm theory on the al

phabet, assuming a cosmic-creative role played by the Hebrew

letters.

Abraham Ibn Ezra

Abraham Ibn Ezra (1092-1167) in his commentary of Ex-

48
odus uses the term in explaining that through the know

ledge of his soul and body, man may arrive at the understand

ing of the upper world because he is a microcosm. I"T1°

48
Abraham Ibn Ezra, Commentary of Exodus Ed. M.J. Landau

(Prague, 1840).
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p'Vyn oViyn »-im nytV Vai» isiji xuiDnai

Vi-ua ia^ fa'ci yiKa inK'-in *po n>n Kim fiap aViy man

49
He considers it significant that man was the

last of all creation and that God, having created the world

first, ended with man the microcosm. This very idea was

50
propounded and further elaborated by Ibn Tibbon.

Abraham Ibn Daud

Abraham Ibn Daud (1110-1180) introduces the idea that

51
man is an epitome of the universe. For him man is com

posed of the three orders of substances in the cosmos; cor

poreal substances, incorporeal substances that are dependent

on matter, and an incorporeal substance capable of separate,

independent existence. Man alone possesses a vegetative

soul, an animal soul, and an intellect which, once it reaches

perfection, is capable of a separate existence independent

of corporeality.

Although Ibn Daud's view of the microcosm appears as

a conclusion to his entire speculations, both physical and

metaphysical, one must conclude, however., that it is the

Ibid., Chap. XXV, v.40; also M. Priedlaender, Essays

on the Writings of Abraham Ibn Ezra, "Society of Hebrew Lit

erature" Vol. IV (London, 1877)* PP« 33, note 3.

50 Cf. OK., p. 28, lines 15-18.

51 ER.,p. 67, lines 11-15: n<1*3 niK'son -iisp dtkh n>rm.»,p 7, 5
Also p. 92, lines 6-8 : "1*3 niK'san mxp Kin «
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initial impetus from which his thinking evolves.

Despite his limited discussion of correspondences be

tween man and the world or between their parts, his entire

philosophy is built around the idea of microcosm, and his

use of analogies indicates that this idea served both as

52
hypothesis and conclusion.

Maimonides

That Maimonides attributed great importance to the

theory of the microcosm, and, for the most part, accepted

it as a basic concept of his philosophy, is evidenced by

his devoting a lengthy chapter to its exposition. He be

gins by stating that this universe is one being*^ and

that its substances are like those of a human being. Sim

ilarly the various components of the world correspond to

the components of man. "As the human body consists both

of principal organs and of other members which depend on

them and cannot exist without the control of those organs,

so does the universe consist both of principal parts, . . .

J See M. Arfa, The Philosophy of Abraham Ibn Daud
and the Beginnings of Medieval Jewish Aristotelianism, a

doctoral dissertation, Columbia University (New York,195*Op. 152
passjjE

03 MN., I, 72, Ilia

^ Ibid.
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and of other parts which are subordinated . . . ." The

heart which is the principal part of the human being is

compared to the all-encompassing sphere. Further, he

states that one must consider "the entire globe as one

individual being which is endowed with life, motion and

a soul."56

He compares a certain force in man to a similar one

in the universe. This force, in man, unites, controls,

and maintains the members of the body; while in the univ

verse, the force exercises similar functions. This force

57
is sometimes called "nature."

Again, as in the body there are organs which are in

tended for a certain purpose, and those members which are

only adjuncts to the former, so in the world some species

are intended for a purpose and are constant, and other

species do not serve any purpose, but partake of the nature

58
of transient things.

Ibid., Eng. transl. The Guide of the Perplexed, M.

Priedlaender, 3 vols. (London, lbbl, 1885), I, 72, p. 296.

56 Ibid., p. 298(Hebrew t"r\t >a i"snw I1? V"ix 73 nan
")

57 Ibid** P« 299; also part II, Chap. X, p.51; also OK.,
p. 27, line 13.

58 MN.,I, 72, 113.



Further, Maimonides finds a correspondence between

the four humors in man and the four elements in the uni

verse. He differentiates between what is constant and

what is not constant. ^ He remarks that the four forces

(attraction, retention, digestion, and repuldion) oper

ate in the process of the body's generation and destruc

tion. Likewise the combination of the elements moved by

the forces of the heavenly spheres is the cause of calam

ities in the world.

All the previous comparisons, he says, do not justify

our asserting that man is a microcosm. It is the intellect,

which man alone of all living beings possesses, that does.

-a kxo' kV T'ayn ht nwa »jK*Vi»nn ?dwh V"i insn nan

T o»'nn ♦^ya 'j»aa inn." For it is the intellect,

the highest of man's faculties, that governs every organ.

Likewise, the force that controls the world and is the cause

of its existence, is God. "It is on account of this force

that man is called microcosm; for he likewise possesses a

certain principle which governs all the forces of the body,

59 Ibid.

60 Ibid., I, 72,

61 Ibid.
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and on account of this comparison God is called 'the life

of the Universe*. Comp. !and he swore by the life of the

Universe« (Deut. XII, 7).tf62

In regard to the order of the universe, Maimonides is

in agreement with the philosophers that the forces which

emanate from the spheres determine the activities and change

in the sublunar world. He quotes from Biblical 5 and mid-

64
rashic sources to support the view that the signs of the

Zodiac exercise a direct influence on all beings and that

for each individual being there is its corresponding star.

Further, he says: "Although the influences of the spheres

extend over all beings, there is besides, the influence of

a particular star directed to each particular species; a

fact noticed also in reference to the several forces in one

organic body; for the whole Universe is like one organic

65
body. . . ." He notes that the four spheres which contain

6?
Guide, Priedlaender, Part I, Chap. 72, p. 305.

63 Cf. Job, 38, 33.

64
Cf. Bereshith Rabba, Chap. X.

65 Cf. Guide, Part II, 10, p. 48.
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the stars are the cause of the existence of all beings on

earth and continue to exercise their influence upon them.

However, each sphere is the exclusive source of the prop

erties of one of the four elements and causes both motion

and change of that particular element, "Thus water is set

in motion by the moon-sphere, fire by the sun-sphere, air

by the other planets . . . , the sphere of the other stars,

namely, the fixed stars sets earth in motion."

He suggests, as far as the arrangement of the universe

is concerned, that there are four spheres, four elements ac

tivated by them, also four main properties which living be

ings derive from them. "Furthermore, there are four causes

of the motion of every sphere; namely, the following four

essential elements in the sphere; its ppherical shape, its

soul, its intellect by which the sphere is capable of form

ing ideas, and the Intelligence, which the sphere desires to

67
imitate." ' "The following are the four principal forces

directly derived from the spheres: the nature of minerals,

the properties peculiar to plants, the animal faculties, and

68
the intellect." Their functions are to produce things,

and to preserve and perpetuate them. "The whole creation,"

he says, "consists of three parts, 1) the pure intelligences,

66 Ibid., Part II, 10, p. 49.

67 Ibid,, p. 50.

68 Ibid., p. 50.
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or angels; 2) the bodies of the spheres; and 3) the materia

prima, or the bodies which are below the spheres, and are

69
subject to constant change." y

To the otherwise harmonious correspondences in the uni

verse and in man* Maimonides notes three exceptions. The

heart, the principal organ in man both benefits and receives

benefit from the organs under its control, while in the uni

verse, tfce highest sphere (diurnal) receives no benefit from

whatever is below it (its beneficiaries). In the second

place, in man the heart is located in the center, surrounded

by organs which it controls, while in the universe the high

est sphere encompasses whatever is below it. "Thirdly,"

says Maimonides, l?the faculty of thinking is a force inherent

70
in the body, and is not separated from it,' but God is not

a force inherent in the body of the universe, but is separate

71
from all its parts."'

69 Ibid,, p. 53.

70 MN., Part I, 72, 115b "«™ i«on nan nT
tiejj 'nVai sjiaa na inn."

Cf. Aristotle, De An., Ill, 4 (429b 5), "the intel

lect is separate."

71 Guide, Part I, Chap. 72, p. 307.
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CRITICAL EDITION



EXPLANATION OP SYMBOLS

1 MS. Oxford Bodleian Library Pococke 276 (133*0

x MS. Oxford Bodleian Library Oppenhelmer Add. kO 10

2 MS. Oxford Bodleian Library Reggio 7

a MS. Oxford Bodleian Library Michael 21

i MS. Oxford Bodleian Library Michael 335

n MS. Rome Vatican Library Vatican EBR. 292

l MS. Paris Bibliotheque Nationale 185 2

T MS. Paris Bibliotheque Natflionale 893 4

( ) Omission

[ ] Addition

3 Different reading

This edition is arranged according to manuscript

(Pococke 276) which is probably the oldest extant (133*0
I*t is very well preserved and comparatively accurate.
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(a)

?yi omn vaa 77 nan3 va* av *a

•pnwa laV own «nnva nanan va*

noai .van iir 7yi vavn iik >y iik av

alien

ainsn 'ow p>i .7a

no a^«n navi >*sita na'i

vain *a pii ,o»>r» *7j?a *iKoa

na> ny^on «<ni njriann n>aav ?j? 10

n7nnni .poin niaya ksbi oian avan »a

7? tax* oxyn %a muni nxyn *)it >p |9 oa

• on«jva aanian Vfi nii»n 7yi iai»n 15

nnxn iiaya Kin aio« owa7 mnxyn

ni incite inV^taai inin na«7va

nnixi nVyia vain nm «na ita a

ni*sc vain %a yit^i «nv jam

navana 7a oa ni^Ki *|iAa ini^a aipa nV 20
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(3)

norms? en laaio «si» is -jaw naaa inn*

|o lonnw -nywn *a? ©sun

"lain Vaa n'|?j «*n Va^ ann

ay "jnyn on* oiw

OKI ia napai *)Mn Vs nWiai ona

nsi&n TVy «a nan nn nan man

Kin viwan win nan *d o»nai nanna »7 nan 10

Dipaa Kin iu?Ka nns aipaa ptn

na

oyi ,nt 7am o^awyn nspai ni37>»n nspa

*|iAn 73 n??i3 miD3 nn« onsn vsa m*n 15

is 0*31*75? nims n«?7W7 np7H3 nsn ia nopal

♦ 3i»nn nsni *ws3n nan oni nsao D'ys»w3

*n7a o*7Ta3 iJ^iat jd oa am »yat»n nsni

oy nnyi on* ; jna nriu 737 w 7a« a"nan

a7n oy »3i»nm man oy *ws3n nan im*a 20
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ji ono iKxuai *t^dh ay »yaum 1

nmn wVw ♦ tniViyy ana u'*?wri7i ^

nisa n'wsan nnn . iV im'an -uNa -ma

nyijnm winn i

n ny

nan

winni •qian »t:in ?d

mini .man

nowsnai •»iil»nn man a?a ♦ ai»n

7a pin pVna umn o»faitn

♦ii nan V nnm .oth 10

i? ia ?y it

~ uyo *mw i»ixn nunsna m

la nnn

ninan

namp

nnVya 7-?ia ccm nniati nnx ?a nipn

.inai pimo A»wnV ptn 1111* pn irn^n u'wina da 20
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( 5)

o»axya naVin nmpiV n'wsjn nnm 1

o»f»mya »ai»nn mini .inViT asiai ona

«nnn naanaa oin oy o'

.Din f

ii onn ay 3

'n »ya»n oina ninnni ninan ^

on o»p9inn o»pmya «|ian >a ^k

^ vi3n iiywa mi >d>i

onn ijitbj »yattn oinn naaio

70 on^ yawam o*psnn o*|?iiya ^wk 10

Vaoi -inia Van n»aw isati maw

nnionai ninVn nvVwa iaan iniK wa» na

ty nna ia »ya»n oinn owsn^w »f3 »»a*an

n o>iya vovn *ii« oosnna "pan nup

ja *pani *|Tn 15

n T»osn> «naaV ninVn oaiTaV o*ia»

.|1T3 naK >aV iwk nya-wn mnV ona

yao Kinv vai^i oma ini^iyav ivian nan onv

"iipa mViysw p^tnam .mmRn mam »«n

Vayan nani .minwn mam fiKn yaoa wai'ni 20
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"i»i»n yao mnw nin7m aina

yaoa Kin«? mnVm "iipa in?iyss? nnnn nam

ins 7aVi Tni'/Q Tia |?7n 737 o

• ini»o ^aRa rnni'o n7iysi mni'a mi 5

nyianrn

xinip no nn»win na ?yism .Vysno 10

n

'iio»n ainn 3^371 an

inos» K7T2?

7ysn»n nam .m

nmiynnni oiR»»m pwnni innni oyaa 15

nam .naaa nn'iani nan 7a nwpa1?

o'Taya nwVw mna nya»7 pVnna *yaon

am 0'iaiy nyanwi .j*m 7ia»n tVidh om

T»7iani .nmnrn Vayani p'tnani iwian

sin 20
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( 7)

is oma oi^pn y*na dk Vyian

ik u'-iVun o»s»aa ik ynKa ytntn ynta

janan lanna oa»aa kVw a»n*?»na

rpasyn imix u»pVnn o'mnon

n*»san imp* V

p osy mis nnV

nn nwan Vk itaV

ph» iK .nan1?

m a»ai»D

naa

nnnw naa or •

misn 10

.nan1? iNip» nT oai yir iy*»T

nspai lniapta ik minyaa kV ina ^aTa 15

o'awyn nspa oa jar ^sai i^p^n >aa nu

i iVa'i iwa'va oaaT «poa o^awyn anai

nnnsn nn' w»«n o^'p1? od Tiy onV n'n»

a j?»n Vyian Vk nan t» rm's^ni nsa ayiTa

lay a'lyn* n«?A ik am ns yina y»aa i^5?^ y»m 20
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n^iaoi na m

V la Kin na ins?© ik naiam 11*2 nnp^i

na'waa son Vmni ,nt

a»^^s^

n»i iV niwan

"?nan yam l

man»i namz?*!

pVn la pan

uin

ptan sal

n ninaa Kin la pann'T

p»rnoni

ni*?» ny manm 10

nya*ik<;i nnaiy

? o'x'an 13a □'Kainnw s^ym .

nn 1a |*xi ini'o na I'^y 7»k nan

*7K n«a «*n ^aa lai iaaa nwn^n nnpy

« n»yaon mini 'yaon nan t» 15

7a npyw niNi1? '^a |»yn m»na m^m1? '^a nn

nmian *3»d nw>t»i ,maa iw« irwaan nnn

aiiaa on>pVm on»wiDi en iVxn

iniK»sa nwws »»w itiann isa as

ani'n 7at *?ai aio nni'n nsa 20
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( 9)

nos* in w^m a'oysw 9wyK nnR pi ?y am?iys 1

Q3OT ni73n7 ik a*npo is maa1? j

amn j» T7in nK»is*a ik T»7i»a napTa

."i7ina

07iKi 5

di a'oVnno da van a'anwan ai» di»

to inn iK ninVn 70 nnt« rniaan naon

»s>Vi a?ai»ni ninVni mpm oinn onw

rnsmwon wwn maon 70 winn»n

nimaa 'nVai rnyiao »07a on 'Vinm 10

"iundki ,ni 7am ni'-ipo on

m'nyDni niniini ninsn '

n a'>awn aViy an©

'073.311 a**nnm .nosarn nnnn ?a\i?n 15

nrosan ninn o'nonn oViy pan o*»n$jn

.anno m»w n?ya a*7Ji7An a^iy nanna nn»m 20
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*7fc!r<.udxtiuminxv^tTAsut.»c^,xcxt«,

uo

UUU44CcczciLicuta

(.Lari.^uuuauxt^ucuci4uo

01.tilCAtr^tPUdLtCC^QLLXUti^l^DUUQU4UCILCC

CiUQCl.<jQLLUC«40

iciaiQiutaii'wJ?act^Mhultuna-

-r^trfLC40lurUiulcut^ciuuut*caI
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(11)

onspa

Vyisn nam .vim o*ian

K»n rpjisn »n!?a myun ai^t

rnnya

11J7M G»H31Z3

tnnn 5

V itap o^i

nan 10

rua VaVan

bain

rim cVnyn 15

ana psw r.a a"n 'Vyaa «?» *w u^

Van uVa Canaan ^a law na anai

nt

nnan 20
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( 12)

Tarns Van nr?'m -nywa isia ?d *?y m

710

nnsi

5

173 *39 73? j?si>in ?h

nai^sn Vn nnam n«»ia inoNi .i?n 10

nan 73^ yiT» »a n»yne naxi

73?

n' i*t»j? 15

*m 7=3 'yuan asant

an Kin oVniun noani 7A?An «in

^ 20



02K^LUDILQlUiC^IC,OACi^LCCU4TS.ti,Z*ltUCQU

U^JLQ<,CLCLQIU

,UQCitQUOfclUL*CI4IUL4CIL'L^U4lUUQICU

dicunift^cicais^aclqiuucuciiu^U4tuuuia

ca4c*dcmalcuuuuiaquoi<Jcuuat

u»auicu*iuuu4«nu«iucscu^i

ic,fct^Lt^icudiaui64iititc?:cu

XCIUUCUt.LUUIQUOX&kC'QCldlCLUL

Otcucuuu^Ci^am«itisilui.xilua^czu

US1.DLCZUKiaU*IKGALC«U44CUCl^U

UCl£UQCl^LHfflnICICUGCiL-DCULCEUQUCL^U

raucsx

rau^

uci^utci^SC4Iincucaciam^»uu

tCC^tUCL^SUUU6U<4fflfcUttiL»AlCld,

(€0
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(14)

yao mj«? naua kVw ai&m insn »qV >av?n»

oViya a'as^iai q'VaVao o»3i*Vyn

n *d lasyaw na inaoa

rmxa

da .anViya Txa I'Vyis yi» iK»xy

»ya» Ksana laao oVwn pVna mesaa Van

awn maipn 10

tit V

oy ansn wbj nanan ioti Vna dtk

na VMt '»nui 15

p na V

na .nK*ia n

« jt n"apn na

na «jiah Va n« n3T nawan |

omn »T?na nawi» nawan «jk o^iin mna 20



( 15 )

a nwapn na

snpa »V iu?yi nwa yaww nywa

nMaf»T! iV 'as iniwy1? .vii* »jk T«»n nwza 'as

tso o'OTnaw nan dk >a oViyrn o-ricn

»a i»i«i 10

s im»a nas oy inn on* on? n1?

mini nnis

nrnasyi nesy

nwVu? m laaa p>n ^ai iian Va ym 15

nims n^w nn^Vyi s^ni naani man

*?» »ai»ntn man Vn

maa n»wsjn mnn ipVw 20
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( 16)

n37 ma'iy u*nasn pj thk Va »mi .lasa

i 17 mm^ttii n?iysn nivyVi o*7B?n7 1*75?

737 nyiwij oni ijiaa qh» '»n« 73

oipaa in

p?n 731

pan .o'tt^'pn a'aanDD VaVi T'ai •aaiD 'Va 10

7*7*7 niyi on* on» inK 737 w*

inwa wiD3 la yswoi

oina Vswn oViya thk V3 nViysn .17

n-n nmnni

in7iys una Q7»n l

73a 73

i 20
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( 17)

Dna oVwnu? iy cmwsj ana

n1" D*?Kn *pjia\a? iaai . m»73m

*ro man 70 kxth nn«?n win ona naiy

D'tns '3W1?! iiiah Va onyisna yyi:n*i »]iAn 5

maiyc onnD nM*

nyian

onyiana

>5'n 10

anyian ipy *!«?« onDiyV a'asnsn 137* ni'nn

1.1331 .*ai»H 7A7JLH 0*101 £^731

15

rm naisrn oann ni'in

^ 7D

WRIT 1AJD DO

nmVi ti» ta33 nnni 20
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(18)

-pKn laas o»p^nn u'ainan

yao1? Q»sn|? ana a'p^nn 'airmn

onai .Q'aniBsm onvni maxya

ya»V anan nrnwn mm niaa o»on yaaV

m nnani aVa w«n yawV Dnai tuim aVna 5

Kin »d ni'inn Va ia qjl

Q'WK-in o»na«n n^Vrc nan

is> o»^tpian a'^aVan »j»a

Vy ona inn •»«?« rnnann y

»ana ci'wKnn o»*iaRn nwVwa in« 10

7a thk inK ana ins *?n« yaon

Dnasn ta inn Vaa iwk nnni

maiy ona na« Va nni VaVa

ws)3» laa

ia nniK yavan sin *a VaVan y»aan 15

V atai .

*?aVa Va n»aan nnata mm mxya

nViysi iwaan iasya i^ iw« inyiani

yaan ama «iiaa mowsna on a»WRin

»iKia ona nn« Vaa mpn oy nyiwan 20
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( 19)

onyuna csa Taiwan unssa man ana

ni*yawni ni*si«nni ni^wsan aiaa "twn ninsm

-noan »na«n im%n

sins? 'pi

niasy .naan u^ar-in 10

on

taaa

15

an

Q'73?isn ^a Taaa nni'n na^ni •a»s'j?an an

17 w* uaa Taaa ini» im»n7 aVnn .^ean

aa faitn ny»i'a nain fuan my nVit 20
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( 20 )

ins

ib gr» iaa» 7:133 ini* im»nV man* .rttnn

noa np'i* -riyi ia nspja nj?i ny»n*

.73 ax nsj?a nVii^ian osya

ir<i» sin oit^a in»m on© anipn

723

Osnn «*?

ninsn

cnyian

mrmnsn

d*tij?hi sa-J

10

15

n nins Va 20
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(21)

nana pjyn 731 oBn* **> niaa niasaa i*niViya 1

ova -»»i>3 naiumin nunn ana? nianan oy

naisni naixn ay msnani nmo» #"ra 33110

ni»T^ Mm nani .nanan ay »nm ^nn oy

n pan rn^nV n^snn o'aaian »^jiVa> ta:n

»n^»an mna *t iod»s

enpyw »yaon nan nViysV o»«?Kn?i

ni nan am nyav njtnn dV?31

nasn dViki .ns^nn oipan ni»^an 10

n ana Vayna i»asV nwVwi yxato

ninVn anV nVwaw i^nnn nTj?>wi i»Vk ono

na1? »aais n^arca pi .minis »Vw it?

npyn

15

nyia

on

naaa nwa'i nan

nnyian oin

mia nna»\r?a »nw

nisyi'n ni'Van

niani

naw

p*is "pan iwi» 20



Ill

(22)

taani ,ts VaV -ms oawa

nan aaia -ujd on»3*a o^ai

nan tajd

*?« anpn nsm

f ins

'mas aaam .o^Va^An

o»a*j?n o^aaian VjiVa Vfi ^ai»n Va^ah Vy fa 10

7»aa -ma sin dki waia?n Vy pa

lODnm n»inn nao naV

da am -no Vy oViya Rsaan ^

naoa ynxa numnnan nnipn ^d nao ?a

aaipa 'i3w> onViyoi oa^a»y moVrinn 15

om "init Vr ins ominwni onisni oasai

o^iaiRi oi* ^aa o'Ninan mwn »a»Va nao

am onViys o^wiy *ai>3 on^ Q^aVini

* m»n >w ny»ta o»KSi^n om

nan "** *3*y nyaw na»3 n*oii3 20



02Ci4J.IIUIatf*\4lHUt,A^dllSLClCZCZCL•

catagaciM^fciuiu^ucusauct.craci

an*ucitfu*iusuilimuu4\hiulecu

c«c^^cci^cati«at,ut^ffluin

CtCtUUBLUtdlUU^llU4&IU

IU1UU^KUIU'IUQU4LIUUtMCtrl.UGlfflL

cciC4aauccu4Liu

cffluc*Dcunrfuatauten

illuqiducau.u4a*icqcu

OtIUCU14^

ccuiu

cqcu

lUtlUU*CiG^l^UCtCCt

CtiUC^lQUO

icai

ClUCULIU0AUC4D4104iOAUQCt\Ut

tu»iuamdoiumaqcuucum

claccuc^ACI44uviUia4t.4icqcuuauciu

1Liaan,trimmauiri,d^qlutuora

clucuiuuac^4iuqcuui4UriU

(€2)

211
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(24)

yxaa niw TiV'ni iin*Ri nn*na ona nan

niwn -pVnm ninsn pa m*ayn nam

V mrnn |» mn«n "r^nan

osy najyai iu?a -wan naiwi 7it3a pTon painn 5

aVn niai7

Vysnaw 377 ib?k Vyanan nan n

nyiari7 niaa on nwn Vawn •»"n»ao ik p*a-rn 10

nan

nyianb a»j97 nisapnm finV niovnnn sin?? a?a

.-nmti onp ik aiwi Ti7n 15

oy T7inn win »a n>nan nyunn la n«nan Kin

ia ^7' n^K 7»Ta i?iaVa «^pn 73 i7ia an

7iKi niyw 7s T"iya 7»pn miyw uaa

nan aa .i»nnK nnsna Vswn nK"iaw na

nn »sa« ov nyiann ssan "ivKa «)ioiV^sn 20

naoa Kin i»a»a V



( 25)

lit*a iipyv naw »aaia VaVaa «2i*n oinn 1

*na-n inyian nn'na1? Va^an ysaita Kirn?

miun Vy owanan yiKn "taj im»ni Taaia

Va1? T^nsn »sV oViyn a»ao i^aaia titsV

n onyiani onixa an1? yuan i»pVna 5

nwya T»an on* Vaa ob?

»»n 73 .oinn ?« odi

a"?n |a Kxi»n 'tio'n oinn naoa Kin 10

"ntsa 'nwn Vy owsnoi «jijin yxaaa

onyum u'j?inyni a^n np»s*?a on'^K yuan

oinn ax^sini ^wonna -ipn Tian oo*3Dna

o»«an o'asya t?*n onyian nwi? fapnna 15

ai{?aa Kin oinn 'iaii man ^a on*1?*;

u*a:n:>n -iswa |d p«w na o^biwji 20



115

(26)

ma> *ai»n

*ini»n »ai»n *a>Jinv? las fa ojl

D»-iaan ^aa maa -ini*n ion man jd i*nnn

m*mn Va n»>Dn tanw n»wsan nnn ia n

nnni niViyam ninan nail naannn nail 5

man nins a* oVaa npn hdt nm» R*nn

man »Vsi •"jian nina Vaa o»'inn

uaai «iiAn Va p'Vy

aaion p'^yn nnan Rim y»pin «m 10

Vaa nynnn nowsna "laaai Van «|»pam

Kin© Vcti/n oViya tcxaai nVayni taian naiVa

nywn nsoaa o*nj?a ny«?n »-»ann osyn

nnn oa n*ai»n myiana o'aaiow o^ViVa

nywn on»>yi ^swn o^iym d*1?!1?^ naaw »ai*n 15

nina nywn naoaa an1? a»ini»a a»3K>a

nan .niaa. ivk >n?Dan nan nnn

o*a»n osy nViay Tina mipaa naana

20
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( 27 )

-lana ymm .niDsj mm *»n7a

?ai?i rnvs t>*©Ba -nyr»:i T»»n pan tob* mitt

Vy -)»7!on<i mriK mis

731 D'7A7^n 72

Vyion Vawn Kin inx

y m*nsn 7D

a un n»Ki iV m»i«in

Kin rnitt'DJtni nisi nani a7ap»7 nn^flRai 10

7D©n 7a 17 nyawan n*77an ©san

ife* nyn 'a1? ©nwn |a ik pbVdk nyn

nr 7yii)a i^k oann yawn Kir? nt *

Vaa iwk D»7ysan o*»tpan pai 15

ona )>d 7D7i o»»n "»7yai u^nasi nianoa t*na

pan »b?»kc w*k 7371

iyao »B7

him 17 fciWB«ft jatn iiiunn 20
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(28)

nan1? iron

lainn Vapw t

mix K»n n^Dtn nmami nnins im»n

ni3*wnm

w »oi»n Va^An tbh nyiann myni 5

nyiann Tnai tt ini»m D»^aVan

nown 'pin

n nils -man .na"? ono noo1?! n

mix nnRi a*an mix

»Vyai mnaxm nianon mix onaannai 10

• o»natan o»'n »Vya rnixi onai

lainn 7a owsini laian mix oVwn

iwk o'nVRn Vk aiwn n»^3 n*nni

n»ni iokw Tina 15

nwy la^iy nwya ip «iioi oVwai amVin

aViyn nisia «iKia la^xa qikh ntt

.n^a 7iop>ai Vnn Vn^a n^nna «na

a a*ai»Vya iwkt niKxaan ip mmai

inaann nain ti»i T^ni inVnn» pnv 20



118

( 29)

n?oaa nVyi natn inasin

nain .nVayn naVwa ipn nnxp »nw

into i»ni«?33i Tnsiai T»nimK ovn

73 tik?* i*niK»na »aop2» 5

ana nn«i inaam y

V nai f

o'Kin o^aann

.511*1*7 mix nianVi nniaaai niKAa pny 10

.at» in?w oil »3R7aai on»a o»awa inw

.oik

ny I3»aa7i 137 niViani 15

073 djoki

mm >

20
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( 30 )

cui i1?^: ui ub'\y rnoTi dtn jn 1

737 Van rniit xsan in *d

annn n»tz?>

D713? snpjn laKan a?w3 5

pin nwa 'i

pan

7ht nso 10
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(1)

2 .aim1?!!! n na^yjfnn'pin - tn *narov - tna

- t rant? n tiDTff a ito*i3v na itoia? k Ti/jna?['nToia? 3

6 .an nvrm 5 .tiak (I3jn[m]ia 4 .a

.n ^lo^sn - « aits2 ^(aTKn/iinVsn 7 .thk

1?iDD<»a/[?Do<»'\tf - na*n n3ioi[n3iJioi - a[ni _

13 • tns (nny> - n Dn'3'^ 12 .thk 'nyn> - a

]aii<n - a('D) - i{y~i) 15 ,T(Tiyn)- in»

. . . nanjn kVl^k2?! 17- 2 .Tn(Ti.o) 16

x

X X

- t Tisn aw[m»s qb? 3 .a

4 .t ^sm[a?Kn .a •nsn[i

misn]inia - i a»;oDnn[aTxn 5 .in n'ina

- A.(~1&K)TK 1OK3i[lOK1 7-8 .HiaaK 13'0'?^3 6 . -

10 .at ioKi[yTi 8 •T[nn]no»3 - a(a>»n '>y3 . .

[tf 11 .a nyion n y'3an Kim - 1 y'3on - t

in KX03 - a -laya 13 .n rp^m 12 .tnCT^y; - n Kin *is?n

iinsm[miin "?yi - n "pyt.'pyi - t uiyn[iDnn 15 .t mixi 14 .n

- n Kin 17 .n misn *»d 16 - 17 .in-na
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. . • wsan nan; 18 - 19 . naa«i in^*ia»ni n

- 1 mam 1 -man k iraam - t(ni jam

.a »pa> - *? mni»o 20 .n i*a a i*am 19 . ima

3

3 ,n "innntinn* 2 • i |?>nn»[p'>nnn» -

an Ksin©[NXi*it - i nonn niK ions? a ")9K["tonnv - 1

- 5 .n K^

- a naRafm 5 •t(noi©ai)a(K»n >a« • . •

[na - 2n "ino k anno[oniia • *(p^m) 7 »n "iaK»[^na^Ka 6

[nti 9 .a -i»iKn t -ioinn[*iaKn - n(niiKi| 8 .t 1% >a»

»V nKiaJnsion - i >y[i»>y - a lain tk laatiaT - a inn

11 •a[i!?<iD2?(K'in) - nan 1^ a non» ta nan i> 10 .a

im(ftin aivK0)»Mi('inN;)n(Qip9a) 12 «vn i

- n imoaym k moxyi ~ *i iain[naKn 13 •
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EXCURSUS I

KNOW THY SOUL AND THOU SHALT KNOW THY CREATOR

The question whether from a knowledge of one's soul

one can arrive at a knowledge of God and its connection

with the macrocosm-microcosm theory occupy a prominent

place in the study of medieval philosophy. The theory

of microcosm as we already observed is of an all-encom

passing nature. Hence the analogies between man and the

universe have many and various applications. Inevitably,

and in consonance with the idea of microcosm, philosophers

arrived at the idea that man's soul corresponds to God in

various ways. Further, only through a knowledge of his

soul is man able to know his Maker.

Moses Ibn Tibbon, in his 7°P o^iy develops tails idwa

of correspondence. And, in enlarging upon the saying " *"*

y-rni i^sa ,"*- which he attributes to the Philosopher,

he finds that man's knowledge of his soul, alone, is the

. A, Altman, "The Delphic Maxim", Biblical and
Other Studies, Harvard University Press (Cambridge, Mass.

1953; vol. "T7 p. 215 ff.

2 OK p. 3, line 5.

3 ibid. The philosopher to whom this saying is attribut
ed is mosT probably Aristotle. Also ef. A. Altman, op. cit.,

p. 196.
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important part of his perfection and is the means whereby

h

he apprehends the ways of God. He states that an agent

endows the subject of his action with his own essence and

that he acts in accordance with his own form. Therefore,

once man knows himself he will know those who act upon him.

To Ibn Tibbon this analogy is no different from the general

microcosmic idea of which it is an integral part, for he be

lieves that the knowledge of oneself is the way by which he

may advance to understand the world at large; that through

the knowledge of himself man is able to apprehend the entire

ty (the world and every part of it), "since man is a compos-

ite of all created beings."1 Moreover, "man is the ulti

mate of compositeness ... in him exists in perfected form

the actions of the superior spheres and angels upon the lower

world."

Ibid., p. 1, lines 3-6.

5 Ibid., p.14, lines 6, 7.

6 OK., p, 16, line 7 ff.

7 Ibid., p. 14, line 4 "n^mn *=>» «""* «m *3M

* *^— -*j- — iii •• m__ a w • • . nmsinn n'VDn Kin oa
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"Know thy soul and thou shall? know thy Creator" r..~y

thus be recognized as the acme of the many ideas of micro

cosm. The saying has been expressed in various works of

philosophers, ancient and medieval, and has developed a

history of its own.

In introducing this summary we must note that "-|W3 3 y

in this context does not mean man's knowing himself but

knowing his soul, as will be explained further on. This

idea is based apparently on the famous Greek adage yi/u/dt,

ti~0\vTOV which is ascribed to Chilon, one of the seven

sages of ancient Greece and reported by Plato as having been

inscribed on the Delphic Temple. Prom Arab sources one

cannot arrive at any certainty as to the real author of

this maxim. Some ascribe it to Mohammed himself,9 others,

claim that it was originally found in the Temple of

lapius,10 still others, ascribe it to the Caliph All.11

9

Cf. Dieterici, P. Die Lehre von der Weltseele (Leipzig
1872), p. 167, However, in ibid. , p. 86, the same idea is

credited to the philosophers.

10 See Landauer, S. Die Psychologie des Ibn Sina3 ZDMG,
XXIX 37*1, nos.,3 & 5, also see Palguera ~ Sefer Bgjftfaalot
Venetianer (Berlin, 1896), p. 46

11

For further discussion of Arabic Sources see Altman!s

op. cit. , p. 196ff.



Moses Ibn Tibbon in his Hebrew translation of Al

1 2
Batlajusi's " m»3T>y"in mViayn " translates his idea

as follows " dd'h^r ly-in oawBJ lyn " and in Al-Gazaall's

" ?">* »3T*a" 13 (translated by Abraham tt, Hesdai) the

idea similarly reads " *?a . • . T»nVK ynn "|wbj yt dik 7a

14

This idea as developed among the Arabs was paral

leled by the Jews. In the same way that it was confirmed

by the Arabs who found an allusive reference in the Koran

(59* 19), the Jews interpreted the verse " hVk tithr '-ittaoi"

(Job 19, 26) to mean that through the study of our om

psyche we may understand the nature of God.

Isaac B. Solomon Israeli (died about 950), in his

" nni0<n is>o" says "i^aa ns oikh man «»n n'sioi^sn!l

He explains this to mean that by studying ourselves we
//-■ //

12
Published by Kaufmann, Die Spuren Al-Batlajusi in des

Jiidlschen Religlons^Philosophie (Leipzig, 1880). p. 27.

Edited by Jm Goldenthal (Leipzig, 1839).

Ibld., p. 28.

15
Edited by H. Hirschfeld in Steinschneider^ Festschrift

(Leipzig, 1896).

16

Ibid., p. 133.
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advance our knowledge of God. Although Solomon Ibn Gabirol

does not quote the sentence itself, his entire outlook is

that philosophy must proceed from the knowledge of the soul;

it, being the foundation of all knowledge, perceives all

things through its pervading faculties ( a»»n -npe I, 1-4)17

« 12

p na

>aa a'B?^san n»nnaa o^naTn VaV mipai niy'T

Bahya Ibn Pakuda, Duties II, 5 offers the same opinion.

n« otkh nyv k'h n'aioiV'an ?f jLn the name of "

o'aann " ne also makes mention of the verse in Job

n1?^ hthk *iwaai m»K that corresponds to his previous idea.

Bahya has probably quoted the sentence from sources of the

Brethren of Purity.1"

In the Kitab malan£ al-nafs1^ we find the same sentence

17
Mekor gayyim,trans1. from Arabic by S.T. Palquera.

18
Cf,, Appendix C.

19 ed. Goldziher (Berlin, 1907); Hebrew translation
Torat Hanefesh by I. Broyde' (Paris, 1896).
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which we have quoted before from Bahyafs Duties, II, 5«

Without debating the question of authorship this passage

(Goldziher ed. 3, 1. 17-20) if not from Bahya may have

been drawn from a common source. This source most likely

was the Brethren of Purity.1^a

Abraham B. Hiyya (1130) while pursuing the same thought

but without quoting the sentence itself, interprets the verse

in Job as referring to the human body. He does not mean by

that to exclude the study of the soul but rather agrees with

these views of Bahya and of the Brethren of Purity which Se-

suggest a twofold study, one of the body and one of the

soul. In his introduction to " gain p»*n"20 he says:

Via' nn» visa ppm -pwa n*3ina n^K nrn«

■ 21
nasn.* Joseph Ibn Zaddik, following the path of most

Arabic and Jewish authors before him, uses this sentence as

the foundation of his philosophy. In the introduction to

(ed. Horovitz, Breslau 1903, p.2) he says: M*a

19 lee Appendix C ; Purpose and Method of this Study„Introduction

20 Publishtfl by S.J.L. Rapaport Heg.1>on Ha-Nefesch or Sitten
Buch (Leipzig, i860).

21 5bid., p. 1.
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This idea occurs frequently in his writing. He also uses

the verse from Job for Biblical references.

Moses Ibn Ezra in his ooan n/ai-i£3discusses the idea

of microcosm declaring that philosophy depends upon the

Oil

thorough knowledge of one's soul, t! »s:> xi»»j oikh

a»*jm~in i»mna yn>i MKin." He further discusses

the importance of one's knowledge of his soul in the same

manner as it appears in the writings of the Brethren of

Purity. ? The same theory is entertained by Abraham Ibn

Ezra who also frequently expresses the same opinion although

in a negative sense. Thus no apprehension of God and the

macrocosm can be arrived at without the study of our own

p ft
soul and body which is the microcosm. Mown nyi1?

kV ok."

22 Cf. Ibid. , pp. 21, 22, 36, 42.

23 Published by Dukes in the Hebrew periodical Zion, II,
117-123, 134-137, 157-160, 175.

24 Ibid-» P» 120.

2^ Dleterici, Anthropologies p. 110 et passim. Also see D.
Kaufmann, Die Theologie des Bachja, p. 18.

See his commentary on Exodus 31, 18, published by v

(Prag, 1840), printed w.j. Lanaau.
Cf., also M. Priedlander, Essays on the Writings of

Abraham Ibn Ezra (London, 1877), p. '31 r.
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27
Maimonides in his *nn»n noK» suggests, although

vaguely, the same idea in this passage f"?y thth ru Vyi

waan ns ny-r o-ikti « (which probably needs to be emended.29)

Palquera employs the same idea in most of his writings.

In his mVyon iao we find: " mVmnn pan1?

ny'Ta Vxynntz? *»ai woan nasn pa* sVb?

nan otw yi*^ |»as?i TK'ni nsi1 ny»n»a

Va'na anna k^ojt fnnns va' tt^i lwsaa >dd »nnw '

30
yini anK Ta i^aa yi," and in rmon n*>ia fciie same

idea is expressed but now in a negative sense »cnKn nfct?» dki

In his main mag he attributes the original sentence to

32
the Rabbis thus lf "|R"na ynm otk ia nwsa yn V"tiki"

27 Ed. by Steinschneider (Berlin, 18471.

Ibid. , p. 32

See Kaufmann, Attributenlehre5 p. 398, n. 60.

30
S. Palquera, Sefer Ha-Maalot, ed. by Venetianer

(Berlin, 1896), p.iFi

^ S. Palquera, More Hamore, ed. by 0*3^0*3 n??» T"a a'1?
(Pressburg, 1837), p. HI.

32 ed. A. Jellinek, there p. 13.
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We may conclude by noting the importance of this

idea as expressed in various forms still influencing

and motivating the further study of the human soul. A

starting key which is used also by Moses Ibn Tibbon in

this treatise.



EXCURSUS II

DIVISION OP THE SOUL

Affirming the importance of man's soul, Moses Ibn

Tibbon devotes the first part of his treatise to the con

stitution of the soul and to a detailed description of

the means by which the soul governs the body.

The problem of the constitution of the human soul

and of its being one or many has been a basic one through

out the history of philosophy. This problem was of par

ticular concern to the philosophers who pondered on the

microcosm. This accounts for the elaborate treatment found

in Ibn Tibbon fs W a*ny . Its first part is a compendiun

of the human soul, the understanding of which is absolute

ly essential for the comprehension of the entirety (macro

cosm-microcosm) .

In the Aristotelian idea of the unity of the soul, he

finds support for his own theory. He rejects the Platonic

division of the mental organism (soul) into three distinct

parts; the appetitive, the spirited, and the rational, but

1 Cf. OK., p. 3, line 15, "misa nn« tnvtn wsa nn»n. . ."

153



offers the view that three faculties emerge from the soul;

p

the psychic, the vital, and the physical. However, the

soul itself maintains no relation with any of the body's

organs. According to Plato (Rep. IX, 5&0d) the three parts

(souls) are separate U\J\*. orys Yh )> ana act independent-

ly: the rational (Aoyf \ TfToJpv) in the head (brains), the

spirited ( S'u.iMftf.OV) in the chest or heart, and the appe

titive (CTT^^u^tnTiKov) in the lower part of the body (the

liver) (Timaeus 690).

Aristotle, too, divided trie soul into faculties but

this division is entirely different in its essence. To

him the soul is an entity, and the faculties are not actual

parts of the soul but are merely aspects of its activity.

Thus his division of the soul is not an actual division but

a logical one.

Medieval philosophers, both Jews and Arabs, preferred

Aristotle's unity to Plato's trichotomy. The Aristotelian

idea of the unity of the soul was more attractive, and

suited their religious views. However, they employed Pla

tonic terminology indifferently together with that of

*" cf« QK_-, p. 3, line 16 "'wdjh nan am naoo o
n nani *4i'nn nan. . ."

3 Xbid. ,p. 3, line 4 "in^o ms ay inyi on* div n1?

21 cf- De An., II, 2 (413b 13). Also S. Korovitz, Die
Psychologle etc.", I, 30, note 50.
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Aristotle.J

Solomon Ibn Gabirol and Joseph Ibn Zaddik utilise

both the Platonic and the Aristotelian terminology concern

ing the unity of the soul, However, their views are more

in accord with Plato, particularly, Ibn Gabiroi who describes

three distinct substances in the soul. He attempts to show

them as a unity explaining that the vegetative soul is in

cluded in the sensitive, and both tne vegetative and the sen

sitive are included in the cognitive, the latter being the

cause for their existence.*' Y<3t even while employing Pla

tonic teras he regards the division into three souls merely

as a psychic manifestation of one entity.

Abraham b. Hiyya is in essential agreement with the

Aristotelian view of the soul, lie distinguishes between

0 ' 'l3 and il£jii» employing; the latter term in reference to

the psychic aspects and not to separate souls. He substi

tutes the locomotive soul for the sensitive, but this is

only a matter of terminology. While man has the vegetative

and locomotive faculties (souls) in common with animals,

J See fiatlajus.1, p. 11 f.,cf. H. Malter op. cit., p. 2.

Guttmann, Die Philosophic des Solomon Ibn Gabirol,

p. 15^ f., and Horovitz loc. clt., pp. 115, 119 note 86,
* f.
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his possession of the cognitive faculty differentiates

7
him from them.'

Abraham Ibn Ezra's viex*s are basically similar to

those of Ibn Gabirol. He also uses the composite termi

nology of Aristotle and Plato emphasizing the threefold

character of the soul according to PlatoTs division, and

notes that each part of the soul resides in its separate

seat in the body. Yet he maintains that the three souls

belong together since their cause is the "higher soulr?

( nji'^n ii&vjn). He uses the terms nwaa and ninj in-

terchangeably."

7

' Cf. PB3H n»anp.iQa - 12a "
in in iwk nan Kin nn«n . mwsa v^v in*? |

n» i^aai 12 ^A^ana tiin la "iu?« n'j^ni awn nosa

-ni noun 7»ai yiV mo 7'a j*a» xinw ti»j^»m .a»*n nn

K*n r»Kti nyn noin ruipi irnianV niT Vd

o

Cf. his Commentary op. clt., Exodus 23, 25t also

Short Commentary 23, 20.
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Judah ha-Levi in the Kuzari follows both the Aristo

telian and the Platonic divisions. Thus, in Chap. V, 12,

when discussing the soul, he employs Aristotelian terms. In

other parts of the book (II, 26, 50; III, 5; V, 10) his ter-

Q

minology is Platonic.

Abraham Ibn Daud in his work disagrees with the Pla

tonic threefold division. Still he uses both Platonic and

Aristotelian terminology. He ascribes to Plato the division

into a vegetative, a sensitive, and a cognitive soul, each

sepasate from the other and each residing in a specific seat

in the body, whereas in presenting his own ideas which are

Aristotelian he describes the three faculties as being the

appetitive, the spirited, and the rational, unaware, no doubt,

that these were Platonic terms.

Maimonidesr views concerning the unity of the soul are

expressed lucidly in his "Eight Chapters" (beginning). He

states M mpi^m nm mViys n1? tt»i iwk ai«n wsjw yi,"

^ Cf« Cuzari Arabic and Hebrew texts, ed. H. Hirschfeld
(Leipzig 1887).

ER., p. 33 "mrun nnaix wsj o"r»nw tidVsr ^y lawnw nai

mma

11 For a more elaborate discussion of the threefold nature
of the soul in Ibn Daud's writing see S. Horovitz, Die Psycho-

lo£ie etc. Heft IV Kapitel 2 p. 224 ff.
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and like Abraham Ibn Daud he also does not accept a divi

sion into three different substances, a view held by the

"physicians.>! The term, ,nl^B3 , therefore, is used in the

sense of functions ( m^yo ) only. Maimonides accepts

the Aristotelian view of a further division of the soul in

to five faculties (although he interchanges the faculty of

imagination with the locomotive faculty of Aristotle). In

his letter to the son of the Sultan SaladinJ iMaimonides,

while discussing the functions of the soul, recognizes the

functioning of three spirits, assigning to each one a sep

arate seat in the body; the physical spirit in the liver,

the vital spirit in the heart, and the psychic spirit in

the brain, but It is possible that he is referring here to

spirits the way Moses Ibn Tibbon does, meaning forces de

riving from the faculties of the soul, -* ThiB theory is

expressed again in Moreh Nebukim III 12 and III 46 wherein

it is maintained that the soul is a unity and the term niR3

is used for faculties. The terminology used for the physical,

nl'y3L>; for the vital, "*"*" ; and 1111*1 for the psychic

is neither Aristotelian nor Platonic but is of neo-Platonic

origin.14

12 rr ian Q*** tit q-'ri

13 Cf. OK., p. 4, line 2 f.

l2* Cf. D. P.osin Die ffithlk des Maimonides, (Breslau, 1876),
p. 16.



. APPENDIX .A"

HEAT, BLOOD, HUMORS, ELEMENTS

The natural heat in the human body emerges from the

1 2
heart and activates the forces and the spirits. After

being generated in the heart, the heat is distributed through

the entire body in the arteries. This natural heat is ap

portioned to each organ and to each spirit according to the

h

amount needed by each for its function.

The clean and pure blood in the arteries is both the

carriage and the nourishment for the natural heat. The au

thor is of the opinion that in order to provide a more rapid

distribution of the natural heat through the body, the blood

must be clean and pure. The cleaning and purification pro-

1 Cf. PA II, 7 (653b 5); Parva Naturalia (469b 10) "Now
the source of this warmth must lie in the heart in animals

with blood."

o

Cf. Parva Naturalia (469b 14) passim.

3 OK., p. 5, line 7 " o'psn a*p*ny ."for arteries Ar-
istotleTbid. (469b 16). Cf. Galen, op. cit.a p. 313.

OK., p. 5, line 8 « -nyrca nn VaVi la*

," also Aristotle ibid.

^ For discussion on blood distribution, and heat cf. PA
(652b 10) passim Ibn Zaddik, op. cit., p. 28 " -»nn run nnni

'3wV D^aiip *aw piiyi p-ny Vaai o*pmyn inn* tth ana

oinv *s>> Tnn» KTian nosn1? n»n nti cnn 'awai ninn nnxa

yaoo nnni o»on |ao naj nai," p. 29, line 30 "

cna o^Kiwa n>nn waan,"

159
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ceeds as follows: the liver distills the blood, removing

the three humors and excess fluid, then the heart further

distills the blood from all remaining Impurities. He com

pares the rapid distribution of natural heat through the

body with the distribution of sunlight in the sublunar

world, which becomes more rapid once the sunlight penetrates

air which is clean and pure of fumes.

The liver, nevertheless, does not entirely eliminate

the humors from the blood which it distributee to nourish

the organs> since each nourished organ needs these four

serving forces:'

1. the force of attraction, functioning in heat and

dryness9 which is the nature of fire and red bile.

2. the force of retention, functioning in coolness

and dryness, which is the nature of earth and black

bile.

3. the force of digestion, functioning in heat and

humidity, which is the nature of air and blood*

4. the force of repulsion, functioning in coolness

6 OK., p. 5, line 12 nnin*n nwVwo naan mis -maw na

imonai." of. Plato, Timaeus_ 82 c-d, also Galen, op.

cit., p. 213.

•' For a thorough discussion of the blood, of the
humors, and the qualities of the body cf. Galen, op. cit.,

pp. 181-215.
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and humidity, which is the nature of water and

phlegm.
8

Attraction

Fire

Red Bile

Digestion

Air

Blood

Retention

Earth

Black Bile

Humid Cold

Repulsion

Water

Phlegm

Diagram of the forces* the

element8, the qualities* and

the humors as described in the

eOlam Katan,

8
OK. y p naa5, line 18 " oina m^iyaw

p'tnoni noi-mn mam »«n

>ayon nam minwn mom yucn yaoa

-m aim m'nysw rrnnn nam mm i»i«ti yan Kinw i

naaVn nn»>m o»an yaoa mnw nin1?." Cf. Galen, ibid.

For a description and composite diagram of the four

qualities and the four elements as exhibited in the Ar

istotelian writings, and of the four humors as exhibited

in the Hippocratic and Aristotelian writings cf. C. Singer,

A Short History of Anatomy and Physiology from the Greeks

to Harvey (New York, 1957), pp. 27-ZP. Also cf. Ibn Sina,

CanonTGruner) p. 34. Guide, I, 72, p. 301.



APPENDIX B

ON REPRODUCTION

Ibn Tlbbon describes In detail the force of propaga

tion. The first formative force of propagation acts by

giving the substance itB generic form and bringing It to

actualization, as in the case of the seed being accepted

and taken in by the womb, or of the seed which is sown in

the earth, or of eggs which are hatched. This also is true

of things that are regenerated from that which is not of

their kind, such as matter disposed to take and to give, in

which case the propagating force endows every part and e«gwf»y

OK., p. 6, line 19,.Aristotle, Generation of Animals,

II, 3 (731b 29) ff. Galen, op. cit.. pp. 14-31. IrTenlarg-
ing upon Aristotle's views OK., p. 14 he states: "Genesis,

however, is not a simple activity of nature but is compound

ed of alteration and shaping." Bji alteration he means histo-

genesis or tissue production; shaping is the ordering of

these tissues Into organs (organogenesis).

2 2H«> P- 7, line 6 M liwnn T'xan « is the term
used for the first formative force. Ibn Tibbon here follows

Aristotle, Gen, of An., II, 3 (736b 8) passim, referring to

potentiality becoming actuality. Cf. Galen, op. clt., p. 19

h. . . That is to say, in order that bone, nerve, veins, and
all other (tissues) may come into existence, the underlying

substance from which the animal springs must be altered . . . ;

The seed having been cast into the womb or into the earth. . .

a great number of parts become constituted in the substance

which is being generated . . , ; (p. 21) Now Nature constructs

bone, cartilage, nerve, membrane, ligament, vein, and so forth,

at the first stage of the animal's genesis, employing at this

task a faculty which is, in general terms, generative and

alternative." (p. 21, note 5. Alteration is the earlier of

the two stages which constitute embryogeny or genesis). Cf.
Ibn Zaddlk, op. clt., pp. 26. 27; also ER., pp. 25, 26.

162
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■3

organ of homoeomerous substance with its substantial

form.

h

The second formative force acts upon the individual

throughout its existence and growth, giving the form of

bone to the food that goes to the bone, and the form of

flesh to food that goes to the flesh. It also maintains

the species by endowing it with its generic.:; form in po

tentiality in one part of the substance, such as in the

case of herbage and trees, or in that which remains under

OK., p. 7, line 4. "a»j?>?nn a*a-inan D'-iaKn • w
Also Galen, op. cit., pp. 20, 168. Batlajusi, op.

p. llwo»pi>nn D'oman a'-iasm ."

4|

OK., p. 7, line 8 "T^ani »awn n»*»xan ikij?* nti

nant?("Galen, op. cit., p. 19 "... and in order that
the substance so altered (see above) may acquire its appro

priate shape and position, its cavities, outgrowth, attach

ments, and so forth, it has to undergo a shaping or formative

process." Idem p. 25, "As for the actual substance of the

coats of the stomach, intestine and uterus, each of these

has been rendered what it is by a special alternative fac

ulty of nature; while the bringing of these together, the

combination therewith of the structure which is inserted

into them, the outgrowth into the intestine, the shape of

the inner cavities, and the like, have all been determined

by a faculty which we call the sheping of formative faculty."

Ibn Zaddik, op. cit., pp. 26, 27 discusses the functions of

the propagative faculty, but does not speak of a second in

former which acts throughout the continuing processes of

the body. This function he attributes to growth, p. 25, lt
line M "ms'on 'nrca -p'ox'rc nya nrrnyD u*7\i7» i**san nani."
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the ground as in the case of garlic and roses, or in the

branches as in the case of figs, or in fruit and seeds in

those species which produce seed. This is also called

"that which reproduces the same kind."

Reproduction in animals is through the seed when the

anitnal is its prime rather than in its youth or in old

5

a$e,v whereas in some trees the power to regenerate is in

all their parts and at all times. This is also true of a

few weeds, but in most weeds reproduction occurs when they

are dried and withered and devoid of power to maintain

themselves; they then bestow their generic from in their

seeds potentially.

The actualization occurs when an outside agent (be it

force, heat, or substance) Joins with it and endows it with

the force and ability to change, to develop its organs, and

to assume the figure and shape of the individual.

The author takes exception to the view of the physic-

clans who included the testicles among: the principal organs.

Ke argues that the testicles are not governed by any ais-

tincblve faculty nor do they have any distinctive spirit

5 OK., p. 7, line 14 l<D"n '^22 s'n
■tm3j?T:r-ix innjn kV ins jara 1
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originating from them. It is the physical faculty and

the physical spirit (in the liver) that govern their

functions. Therefore, the testicles are only an organ

of propagation just as the eye is an orphan of seeing,

the act of which originates from the psychic spirit (in

the brain).

6 Cf. Aristotle, Gen.__of An., (717a 10)f; (719a 30)f.
Also Ibn Zaddik, or^JTLf., p. 26? lind 17f. Speaking of
the power of reproduction, he states that although this

power is a divine one (according to Galen), it also belongs

to the vegetative soul.



APPENDIX C

MICROCOSM OF THE IKHWAN al-SAFA1

The Rajsafcl, the "Encyclopaedia" of the Brethren of

Purity, is the work of a rjroup of scholars from Basra,

who hoped by their efforts to present a unified Welt

anschauung; that would reconcile the disparate views of

science and religion. Fifty-two articles comprise the

Ras^il which includes all fields of knowledge ranging from

the mathematical and logical to the natural, physiological,

psychological, and theological.

Fy analogy from the relation of numbers, they arrive

at the conclusion that the world is divided into nine cat-

o

e<?,ories arranged in three groups. In the first group,

the spiritual, are God, Reason, Soul and Primary Matter; in

the second, Matter and the World; and in the third and low

est group are Nature: the Four Elements; and the category

that includes mineral, vegetable, and animal. The world

For the origin of the name and the history of Ikhwan

al-Safa, see Dieterici, Die Philosonhie der Araber in IX-ten

und X-ten Jahrhunderten n.C. (Lelpglg, 185TPIJ9?) *• Also
cf.'gT'K. Nasrj An Introduction to Islamic CoBmolo%Ical
Doctrines, Harvard University Press (Cambridge, Mass., 1964),
o*. 25, n. 1 passim.

2 Dieterici, Per Makrokosmos> .,.: ? Die Welt (Leipzig
1875), p. 163. Also cf. his Die Lefare von der WeItseele,

(Leipzig, 1873), p. 31.
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consists of nine concentricJ spheres, the all-encompassing

sphere, the sphere of the fixed stars, the five planets,

the sun, and the moon. Through the activity of the spheres,

influence is exerted Upon the sublunar world, resulting in

constant changes in the mixtures of the elements and the

qualities. This is the process of generation and destruc

tion in the mineral, the vegetable and the animal kingdoms.^

Since man is a composite of all three, he is called

a microcosm. This idea is developed and expanded in ample

detail and innumerable correspondences are drawn between

manifold aspects of man and the universe. The shape of the

universe is compared to man; the twelve signs of the Zodiac,

to the twelve apertures in man's body; the seven planets, to

the seven forces of man's body; the twenty-eight day cycle

of the moon, to the twenty-eight letters of the alphabet;

the four elements, to the four principal divisions of the

body; the four qualities (hot, cold, moist, dry), to the four

Cf. Weltseele, p. 16, "Da sich diese Spharen, die eine

im Innern der andern. ..."

Cf. Makrokosmos, p. 163 ff.

Weltseelea p. 16.

Ibid., "Deshalb nennen die Weisen den Menschen eine

kleine Welt und die Welt einen grossen Menschen."
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temperaments in man; the structure of the earth, to the

human body, e.g., mountains to bones, minerals to marrow,

the sea to the interior of the body, plants to hair,

rivers to intestines, etc. Further, man's life-span is

compared to the four seasons, spring corresponding to child

hood; summer to youth; autumn to middle age; winter to old

age. Man is the most complete of all creatures and in him

is the essence of all that exists. His body resembles the

universe and his soul resembles the soul of the universe.

Q

In short, man is a microcosm.

Q

Makrokosmos, pp. 187, 188, 208. Mlkrokosmos, p. 90.
P. Dieterici, Die Naturanschauung und Naturphilo3ophie

(Leipzig, 1875), pp. 2, 4-H, 90.
Die Anthropologie, pp. 41, 46-67, 189.
Weltseele, pp. lF ff., 75.
AlsofNasr, op. cit., especially pp. 96-104.
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